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Comments Submitted by Novant Health Asheville Medical Center, LLC 

 

Pursuant to N.C. Gen. Stat. § 131E-185, Novant Health Asheville Medical Center, LLC (“NH Asheville”) 

submits the following comments in opposition to the application filed by MH Mission Hospital, LLLP 

(“Mission Hospital”) to add 67 acute care beds to its main campus in Asheville and to the application 

filed by AdventHealth Asheville, Inc. (“AdventHealth Asheville”) to develop a 67-bed acute care hospital 

in Candler.   
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Comments in Opposition to  

Project ID # B-12232-22 

MH Mission Hospital, LLLP 

 

Overview 

“The Department of Health and Human Services should deny Mission’s application.”1 

 

NH Asheville agrees wholeheartedly with Attorney General Stein’s position that Mission Hospital’s 

application should be denied.  Attorney General Stein’s decision to comment on a CON application is 

extremely significant. NH Asheville is not aware of another instance in which any North Carolina 

Attorney General has commented on a CON application.   Recognizing their unprecedented nature, the 

Agency should make special note of these comments.  The Attorney General’s Office is the Agency’s 

legal counsel.   By submitting these comments, the Agency’s own lawyers are urging their client not to 

approve the Mission Hospital application. There are many sound reasons why the Agency should listen 

to the Attorney General.  As the Attorney General wrote: 

 

Currently, Mission has almost no competition for acute care in Buncombe County.  The 

lack of competition is the result of Mission’s unique history.  Mission effectively operated 

as a legislatively authorized monopoly for over twenty years, and no new hospitals have 

opened even after Mission’s arrangement with the State ended in 2016.  This lack of 

competition harms residents of western North Carolina by increasing the cost, and 

reducing the quality, of health care services in the region.   Awarding Mission this 

Certificate of Need would exacerbate the lack of competition and resulting harm.  

Accordingly, the Department should deny Mission’s application and instead approve an 

application from a qualified competitor.2 

    

While the Stein Letter refrains from supporting either of the two competing applications, NH Asheville 

submits that it is the qualified competitor in this review. 

 

In addition, for the reasons stated in these comments and any other reasons the Agency may discern, 

the Mission Hospital application is not approvable because it does not conform to all applicable review 

criteria and rules and is comparatively inferior to the NH Asheville application.   NH Asheville has 

 
1 July 25, 2022 letter in opposition submitted regarding Project I.D. # B-012232-22 from Kevin Anderson, Special Deputy 

Attorney General, Director, Consumer Protection Division, North Carolina Department of Justice, on behalf of North Carolina 

Attorney General Josh Stein (the “Stein Letter”).  Attachment 1. 
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submitted the most effective alternative to developing the 67 acute care beds in the 2022 

Buncombe/Graham/Madison/Yancey Service Area Review.  As demonstrated in its application, the NH 

Asheville CON application should be approved for the following reasons:  

 

 The NH Asheville application fully conforms to all applicable review criteria and is comparatively 

superior to the Mission Hospital application. 

 The NH Asheville application offers choice and competition within Buncombe County and the 

broader service area. 

 Novant Health is a proven, effective operator of community hospitals in multiple North Carolina 

locations. 

 Like all Novant Health facilities, NH Asheville will have generous and easy-to-understand charity 

care and related policies that ensure care for all. 

 The NH Asheville application combines the expertise of two leading providers, Novant Health 

and Surgery Partners, both of which have extensive experience in North Carolina and in western 

North Carolina (Novant Health via its outpatient imaging affiliate, MedQuest, in Buncombe 

County, and Surgery Partners via Outpatient Surgery Center Asheville). 

 Both Novant Health and Surgery Partners have received numerous accolades for quality care. 

 Both Novant Health and Surgery Partners are employers of choice. 

 NH Asheville will strongly support women’s health by offering obstetrics, a health service that 

Mission Hospital has closed at other hospitals including Transylvania Regional Hospital (2015), 

Blue Ridge Regional Hospital (2017), and Angel Medical Center (2017).  NH Asheville is not able 

to reopen Mission Hospital’s closed obstetric services, but NH Asheville can offer women a 

meaningful choice in health care providers.   

 

All CON reviews are important, but this particular review is especially significant, as evidenced by the 

Stein Letter.    This is the first time in decades that there is a real chance to have another hospital in 

Buncombe County3.  Competition has been missing in Buncombe County since 1995, when Mission 

Hospital and the former St. Joseph’s Hospital united in a virtual merger, later followed by a full merger.  

Although this merger was investigated by the Antitrust Division of the United States Department of 

 
2 Stein Letter, page 1. Attachment 1. 
3 The 2011 SMFP contained a need determination for 51 acute care beds in the Buncombe/Madison/Yancey Service Area.  Only 

Mission Hospital applied.   
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Justice, the hospitals applied for, and received, a Certificate of Public Advantage (“COPA”) from the State 

of North Carolina which offered protection from antitrust scrutiny.  The tradeoff for immunity was the 

hospitals’ agreement to be actively supervised by the State of North Carolina.  Almost from the 

beginning, though, there was widespread dissatisfaction with the merger in western North Carolina 

among patients, physicians, payors, and employees, with many asserting that the State was not actively 

supervising Mission Hospital under the COPA.  The State investigated but the situation persisted for 

several more years.   In 2015, the COPA law was repealed, and by 2018, Mission Hospital was up for sale.  

HCA was chosen as the winning bidder, though many, including North Carolina Attorney General Josh 

Stein, question how fair and transparent the sales process was, and whether the deck was stacked in 

HCA’s favor from the beginning.  In June 2021, the Attorney General noted a “concerning number” of 

complaints had been filed against Mission over the preceding year, and that he has dedicated one of his 

employees to keeping track of all the complaints about Mission Health.4  As far as NH Asheville knows, 

this is unique; the Attorney General’s Office does not have employees dedicated to keeping track of 

complaints at other hospitals.  As recently as March 16, 2022, the Attorney General wrote to HCA again, 

describing the following concerns: 

 

 The high prices that Mission Health charges patients in Western North Carolina; 

 Mission Health’s price transparency efforts; 

 Mission Health’s alleged use of an anti-steering provision in contracts with 

physicians to stifle competition in western North Carolina; and  

 Understaffing at Mission Health facilities. 

 

The March 16, 2022 letter concludes:  

 

The complaints referenced above make troubling allegations regarding patients 

not receiving proper care, core functions being reduced and not replaced, and 

subpar conditions regarding basic sanitation and cleanliness.  Our office will 

continue to review complaints we receive. 

 

Please refer to Attachment 1 for copies of the Attorney General letters.  

 

Until the Agency approves a new entrant, patients, payors, physicians, and employees are left with few 

options.  The frustration with the current state of health care in western North Carolina is palpable. 

 
4 https://wlos.com/news/local/josh-stein-hca-a-concerning-number-attorney-general-describes-recent-mission-health-

complaints-filed (visited June 12, 2022).  Attachment 3. 
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This review presents a unique opportunity to improve healthcare in western North Carolina in a truly 

meaningful way.  Applying the CON Law, the Agency can bring competition to western North Carolina.  

Recent CON reviews that have increased competition in a service area include: 

 

 2018 HSA III Inpatient Rehabilitation Bed Review; 

 2019 Mecklenburg County Acute Care Bed and OR Review; and 

 2021 Durham County Acute Care Bed and OR Review. 

 

Mission Hospital has no competition in the four-county SMFP-defined service area, and it is many times 

larger than any other hospital in western North Carolina.  All the Mission Hospital application proposes 

is to make the monopolist or near-monopolist hospital even larger, which harms service area residents, 

third-party payors, and other healthcare providers.  This is clearly evident not only in the Stein Letter but 

also in the class action lawsuit filed in federal court on July 27, 2022 by Buncombe County and City of 

Asheville, which states: 

 

4. Defendants have injured Plaintiffs and members of the Class through an 

anticompetitive scheme involving the illegal maintenance and enhancement of 

monopoly power in two health care service markets: (1) the market for inpatient 

general acute care (“GAC”) in hospital, consisting of a broad group of medical and 

surgical diagnostic and treatment services that include overnight hospital stays: and 

(2) the market for outpatient care encompassing all medical services that are not 

GAC Services. 

 

Please refer to Attachment 2 for a copy of the class action complaint and related article, as well as 

copies of two previous class action complaints: Davis, et al v. HCA Healthcare, Inc., et al and City of 

Brevard v. HCA Healthcare, Inc. et al. 

 

Novant Health strongly supports North Carolina’s CON program and believes, as the above decisions 

show, that CON plays an important role in promoting competition to the benefit of patients, payors, 

physicians, and employees.   As the Stein Letter correctly observes: 

 

[t]he Certificate of Need application process for 67 acute care beds in Buncombe, 

Graham, Madison, and Yancey Counties provides a much-needed opportunity to 

introduce competition into western North Carolina’s health care market.  The 
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Department should seize that opportunity, as required by N.C. Gen. Stat. § 131E-

183(a)(18a), by denying Mission’s application.5  

 

Awarding this CON to Novant Health and Surgery Partners brings enormous benefits to patients, payors, 

physicians, and employees by giving them choices they have not had for decades.  Awarding this CON to 

Novant Health and Surgery Partners will not harm Mission Hospital.  To the contrary, awarding the CON 

to Novant Health and Surgery Partners will help Mission Hospital address its so-called capacity 

constraints. Mission Hospital will remain many times larger than NH Asheville.  Nor is this review 

Mission Hospital’s only chance to add capacity.  While the Agency must decide the applications in front 

of it now, it should be noted that the 2023 Draft SMFP contains a need for 31 additional acute care beds 

in the Buncombe/Graham/Madison/Yancey Service Area.6   Thus, Mission likely has another opportunity 

to apply in 2023, and if current growth trends continue, there will be other opportunities to apply after 

that.   The time is now right to approve a new entrant with 67 acute care beds, and for the reasons 

shown in the NH Asheville application, the new entrant should be NH Asheville.    

 

 
5 Stein Letter, page 3. Attachment 1.   
6 NH Asheville is aware that Margaret R. Pardee Memorial Hospital (“Pardee”) in Hendersonville has filed a petition to eliminate this 

need determination from the 2023 SMFP.  Pardee is not a provider in the Buncombe/Madison/Yancey County Acute Care Bed 

Service Area.   
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Application Specific Comments  

 

REVIEW CRITERIA FOR NEW INSTITUTIONAL HEALTH SERVICES 

 

(1) The proposed project shall be consistent with applicable policies and need 

determinations in the State Medical Facilities Plan, the need determination of 

which constitutes a determinative limitation on the provision of any health 

service, health service facility, health service facility beds, dialysis stations, 

operating rooms, or home health offices that may be approved. 

 

Policy GEN-3:  Basic Principles states: 

 

“A certificate of need applicant applying to develop or offer a new institutional 

health service for which there is a need determination in the North Carolina State 

Medical Facilities Plan shall demonstrate how the project will promote safety and 

quality in the delivery of health care services while promoting equitable access and 

maximizing healthcare value for resources expended. A certificate of need applicant 

shall document its plans for providing access to services for patients with limited 

financial resources and demonstrate the availability of capacity to provide these 

services. A certificate of need applicant shall also document how its projected 

volumes incorporate these concepts in meeting the need identified in the State 

Medical Facilities Plan as well as addressing the needs of all residents in the proposed 

service area.” 

 

Policy GEN-3, 2022 SMFP, page 30, emphasis added. 

 

Although Mission Hospital’s application conforms to the need determination, it is not consistent with all 

applicable need determinations in the SMFP, including Policy GEN-3.  Therefore, the application is non-

conforming with Criterion (1), as explained in greater detail on the following pages.   
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On page 29, Mission Hospital states: 

 

Quality at Mission Hospital is derived from its commitment to excellence in all aspects of 

care throughout the healthcare system. 

 

HCA’s tenure in Asheville is not consistent with the above-quoted sentence.  Rather, HCA’s tenure has 

been difficult since the beginning, highlighting the need for a hospital in the 

Buncombe/Graham/Madison/Yancey service area that is operated by a different provider.  The 

following timeline is a summary of some of the articles published in the Asheville Citizen Times 

newspaper relating to some of the issues since the purchase of Mission Health by HCA Healthcare in 

February 2019. 

 

 January 2020 – Cashiers-area residents concerned with changes at Highland-Cashiers Hospital, 

no full-time doctor and sense of lower overall staffing levels negatively impacting quality of care. 

 February 2020 – HCA-Mission Hospital independent monitor hears from residents concerning 

uncomfortable delays during hospital stays, inconsistent billing practices and charity care 

policies. 

 August 2020 – Mission Health decides to “centralize” chemotherapy services from Mission 

Medical Oncology locations in Franklin, Brevard, Marion, and Spruce Pine to Asheville. 

 September 2020 – Mission Health to stop primary care services in Biltmore Park and Candler. 

 September 2020 – Mission Hospital registered nurses vote to unionize. 

 May 2021 – Twelve providers leave Transylvania Regional Hospital. Twenty-five physicians from 

a single medical practice leave Mission Hospital.  Mission Health contracts staffing through 

Team Health. Patients routinely wait 18-24 hours in the emergency department to get admitted 

due to shortage of nurses. Mission Hospital’s Leapfrog and CMS ratings decrease between Fall 

2020 and Spring 2021 to a Leapfrog “B” grade. 

 August 2021 – HCA-Mission Hospital has class-action, antitrust lawsuit filed accusing the hospital 

of exorbitant prices and declining quality. 

 September 2021 – NC Attorney General receives 290 complaints concerning HCA-Mission 

Health. 

 January 2022 – Mission Health employees voice concerns about safe working conditions, 

thinning staffing levels, and national COVID-19 protections. 
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 March 2022 – 223 physicians have left Mission Hospital since 2019. 

 April 2022 – Angered and dissatisfied, some Mission Hospital patients seek health care 

elsewhere. 

 July 25, 2022 – Attorney General Stein takes the unprecedented step of filing comments in 

opposition to the Mission Hospital application.    

 July 27, 2022 – Buncombe County and the City of Asheville file an antitrust lawsuit against 

Mission and HCA. 

 

Please refer to the NH Asheville CON, Exhibit C.4. (Tab 10) and Attachment 3 for copies of the articles. 

 

The Attorney General’s March 16, 20227 letter to Greg Lowe of HCA describes circumstances that 

are dramatically different from Mission’s so-called “commitment to excellence”: 

 

 Complaints note that, at the same time Mission Health charges high prices, 

Mission Health is enjoying significant profits while the quality of care at Mission 

declines. 

 This alleged practice [anti-steering clauses in insurance contracts], whereby HCA 

prohibits insurers from incentivizing or encouraging patients from receiving care 

from less expensive providers, limits consumers’ understanding about the costs 

and quality of care from other providers in the area and forces patients and their 

insurers to pay more for healthcare.  Moreover, when coupled with Mission 

Health’s overwhelming market power in western North Carolina, and its alleged 

practice of requiring insurers to cover Mission Health services that are not 

competitively priced if the insurers wish to access Mission Health’s ‘must have’ 

facilities in their plans, this practice leaves consumers little choice but to receive 

all medical care from Mission Health, regardless of the price or quality of care. 

 

Nurses are uniquely positioned to observe conditions in Mission Hospital.  A May 31, 2022 press 

release8 from National Nurses United, a national unition and professional organization representing 

nurses, states: 

 

Registered nurses at HCA Healthcare’s Mission Hospital in Asheville, N.C., will 

hold a rally on June 2 to demand that hospital management take immediate 

action toward recruiting and retaining staff nurses, National Nurses Organizing 

Committee/National Nurses United (NNOC/NNU) announced today. Mission RNs 

 
7 See March 16, 2022 Letter. Attachment 1. 
8https://www.nationalnursesunited.org/press/mission-hospital-nurses-to-rally-for-recruiment-retention-and-patient-safety. 

Attachment 7. 
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say dangerous conditions in their hospital necessitate immediate action to 

protect patient care and safety. 

 . . .  

 

Nurses are demanding Mission Hospital stop creating unsafe conditions for 

patients. When nurses have too many patients to care for, patients do not get 

optimal care. Mission RNs say management must immediately implement safe 

RN-to-patient ratios and cease all efforts to undermine RNs’ scope of practice. 

 

On page 34, Mission Hospital states: 

 

Mission Hospital is the regional tertiary provider and trauma center, the only acute care 

hospital and the only provider offering inpatient surgical services in CON-approved 

operating rooms in Buncombe, Madison, Yancey and Graham Counties. 

 

This statement does not support the application’s conformity with Criterion (1).  Rather, it simply states 

the obvious:   Mission Hospital has no competition in the four-county SMFP-defined service area, and it 

is many times larger than any other hospital in western North Carolina.  All the Mission Hospital 

application proposes is to make the monopolist or near-monopolist hospital even larger.   No new or 

innovative services are proposed in this application; it only proposes to maintain the status quo.  As 

such, this application is non-conforming with Policy GEN-3 and Criterion (1).  

 

For these stated reasons, in addition to any other reasons the Agency may discern, Mission Hospital’s 

application is non-conforming with Criterion (1) and cannot be approved.   
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(3) The applicant shall identify the population to be served by the proposed project 

and shall demonstrate the need that this population has for the services 

proposed, and the extent to which all residents of the area, and, in particular, 

low income persons, racial and ethnic minorities, women, handicapped persons, 

the elderly, and other underserved groups are likely to have access to the 

services proposed. 

 

On page 40, Mission Hospital states: 

 

Because Mission Hospital is the only acute care provider in the 

Buncombe/Graham/Madison/Yancey County service area, the published need was 

driven solely by the utilization of Mission Hospital. Several factors have influenced the 

rapid and continued growth in need for Mission's inpatient services. Namely, Mission is 

the largest provider of tertiary and emergency services in Health Service Area. 

 

And on page 43, Mission Hospital states: 

 

It will be clearly documented that Mission's proposed project is specifically and 

intentionally designed to meet the components of demand that drove the bed need in 

the 2022 SMFP, that this need is driven by patients that only Mission can serve, and that 

the project represents the best alternative to directly meet this need. 

 

These statements do not demonstrate Mission Hospital’s need for additional acute care beds in this 

review.   No one disputes that Mission Hospital is the only hospital in the acute care bed service area.   It 

is irrelevant whether or not Mission Hospital’s utilization drove the need for more beds in the service 

area.  Mission Hospital is not entitled to the 67 acute care beds. The acute care beds are available to any 

“qualified” applicant per the requirements of page 37 in the 2022 SMFP.  NH Asheville is unquestionably 

a qualified applicant.  All applicants must demonstrate conformity with the review criteria and rules.  

Regardless of any data Mission Hospital may present about its utilization, a second acute care hospital in 

the service area, specifically in Buncombe County, would act as a relief valve for Mission Hospital’s self-

reported utilization and claims of capacity constraints.   A second hospital would offer choice and 

competition that is sorely absent, as noted by the antitrust lawsuits that have been filed and the 

Attorney General’s opposition to the Mission Hospital application.   
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Mission’s status as “the largest provider of tertiary and emergency services in the Health Service Area” is 

also irrelevant.  The acute care beds are not reserved for tertiary or emergency-related patients. A 

second acute care hospital in Buncombe County, even if it is not a tertiary facility, can provide care to 

the majority of service area patients. Mission Hospital self-reported 40,327 admissions for 2019 in its 

2020 Hospital License Renewal Application, with 21,222 admissions or 52.6 percent [21,222 / 40,327] of 

admissions within the DRG codes to be served at NH Asheville. Acting as a relief valve, NH Asheville will 

allow Mission Hospital to admit more patients related to “tertiary and emergency services.” Clearly, 

Mission Hospital is NOT the only provider that can serve patient needs. NH Asheville proposes to 

challenge the status quo, which Mission Hospital proposes to maintain, and introduce choice and 

competition in the service area. The acute care hospital proposed by Novant Health and Surgery 

Partners, two proven leaders in providing health care services in North Carolina, is the best alternative 

to meet the needs of service area patients. 

 

On page 42, Mission Hospital states that the following factors support the need for the project: 

 

•  The increase in the service area population, especially the aged 65+ population, is 

positively associated with increased healthcare needs, including the highest acuity 

services. 

•  The growing population of retirees migrating to western North Carolina, creating 

additional growth in the 65+ cohort in future years. 

•  The upsurge in the developmental activities in the proposed service area, galvanizing 

economic growth and consequently population growth. 

•  The overall growth in admissions and patient days at Mission is already creating 

significant capacity constraints, making it difficult for Mission to continue meeting the 

needs of the service area, particularly for high acuity patients. 

•  The national and statewide trend towards higher acuity patients in hospitals as lower 

acuity services continue to be shifted to alternative outpatient settings. 

•  The large increase in high acuity patients historically served by Mission Hospital, 

necessitating the need for more ICU and Stepdown beds in medical/surgical service 

lines. 

•  The impact of being the only provider in the region that can meet the need for beds to 

support higher acuity patients needing ICU, trauma, and other high-acuity specialized 

services and care. 

 

The first three factors also apply to NH Asheville. As previously noted, the patients of the service area 

have generated the need for the acute care beds and NH Asheville can address these needs in its 

proposed 67-bed acute care hospital. The next four factors are directly related to a lack of acute care 

choice and competition in Buncombe County which another acute care hospital would alleviate. These 
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factors also relate to Mission Hospital’s apparent failure to use available tools to tackle these issues. The 

tools include the temporary increase in acute care beds, which only requires notification and approval of 

the Acute Care Licensure and Certification Section; the development of observation beds, which do not 

require CON approval; and/or the better utilization of the other HCA hospitals in western North Carolina 

(Angel Medical Center and Highlands-Cashier Hospital in Macon County, Mission Hospital McDowell in 

McDowell County, Blue Ridge Regional Hospital in Mitchell County, and Transylvania Regional Hospital in 

Transylvania County) that have 234 acute care beds available. These 234 acute care beds had a meager 

utilization rate 29.4 percent in 2021 [25,103 days of care / (234 beds X 365.25 days]. Clearly, these 

hospitals have capacity to take care of more patients.  Unfortunately, Mission Hospital spent years 

closing health care service including oncology and women’s services (obstetrics) at Transylvania Regional 

Hospital (2015), Blue Ridge Regional Hospital (2017), and Angel Medical Center (2017).  If patients are 

not using these hospitals, Mission Hospital bears at least some of the responsibility for that situation.    

 

Additionally, Mission Hospital may have an opportunity to submit a CON application for up to 31 acute 

care beds in 2023, based on the Proposed 2023 SMFP. The priority in the 2022 review should be 

approving a new hospital in Buncombe County with 67 beds.  Mission’s so-called need for these 67 beds 

is certainly not greater than the community’s need for choice and competition that promotes higher 

quality and lower prices.  A much smaller, 31-bed hospital would be limited in the scope of services that 

it could provide. 

 

On page 49, Mission Hospital dismisses the idea of a community hospital.  These self-serving statements 

do not support the need for more beds at Mission Hospital but instead show why beds are needed 

elsewhere:  

 

•  It is also clear that additional Med/Surg beds are not needed in the 

community hospital setting for the service area and region. These truths 

are evidenced by several factors: 

o  Smaller community and rural hospitals in the service area and 

region providing lower acuity care have excess capacity and, 

without exception, documented general med/surg bed surpluses. 

o  Smaller community and rural hospitals in the service area and 

region have surplus ICU capacity presumably because they are not 

offering specialized and high-acuity services to support ICU 

demand. Additional beds at such hospitals would not serve the 

high-acuity patient population which is driving this demand. 

Instead, awarding beds to a smaller community or specialized 
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hospital (e.g., an OB-focused hospital) would create an additional 

surplus of existing services while the region's tertiary care provider 

continues to experience capacity constraints. 

o Thus, an additional small community hospital is not needed. 

o  Births are declining across the region, and the population of 

women ages 15-44 is growing notably slower than the state 

average. 

o  Mission has capacity for Obstetric ("OB") services and supports the 

regional demand of high-risk mothers and infants. Obstetric need is 

not driving the demand for more beds. 

o Thus, an additional base-level OB program in a community hospital is not 

needed. 

o  No other provider in the region offers specialty pediatric services 

and pediatric intensive care {"PICU"). Mission has capacity for PICU 

and pediatric patients. 

o Thus, no additional pediatric bed capacity is needed. 

 

Mission Hospital’s unfounded attack on community hospitals, rural communities and women’s health is 

troubling.  HCA owns and operates 31.3 percent [5 hospitals / 16 hospitals] of the community hospitals 

in western North Carolina. Mission Hospital’s contempt for smaller community hospitals is evident by 

the closing of hospital services, especially women’s services (obstetrics), at its own community hospitals 

including Transylvania Regional Hospital (2015), Blue Ridge Regional Hospital (2017), and Angel Medical 

Center (2017).  

 

A Carolina Public Press article from September 2017 reports:  

 

Mission Health, a nonprofit hospital network headquartered in Asheville, has operated 

many longstanding small hospitals throughout the 19-county region ― most notably in 

rural, low-population areas like Spruce Pine and Marion, which are north of the city, and 

Brevard, Franklin and Highlands to the south. 

 

Until two years ago, each of these communities had a labor-and-delivery center nearby. 

But in 2015, Mission began to close them. First, it was a unit at the Transylvania 

Regional Hospital in Brevard, servicing nearly 33,000 residents. Then in July 2017, 

Mission shuttered labor and delivery at Angel Medical Center in Franklin, affecting about 

40,000 people in Macon County and surrounding counties. At the end of September, Blue 
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Ridge Regional Hospital of Spruce Pine will also lose its labor-and-delivery unit, affecting 

the 33,000 people in Mitchell and Yancey counties who rely on that hospital. 

 

At that point, Mission will provide birthing services only at its locations in Asheville and 

Marion. That means women in rural counties will have to drive at least 20 miles to give 

birth and — if they want to be able to see the same providers in the delivery room they 

saw throughout their pregnancies — to get prenatal care. 

 

The roads through the mountains during labor pose a major concern, even without 

snow. The peaks in this region are the highest in the eastern United States. Except for a 

few major highways, such as Interstate 40, most roads weren’t built by blasting through 

or tunneling under these hills. They wind around them, often with precipitous drops on 

one side.  

 

Please refer to Attachment 4 for a copy of the article. 

 

Mission Hospital and HCA’s anti-obstetric and women’s health attitude is forcing women in western 

North Carolina, especially women in Brevard, Franklin, and Spruce Pine, to travel 45, 75, and 68 minutes, 

respectively, to Mission Hospital or to a closer non-HCA owned and operated community hospital. 

Mission Hospital stresses that it has capacity for obstetric services in Asheville and that obstetrics and 

women’s services are not needed at HCA-owned and operated community hospitals.  But this decreases 

equitable access to timely, clinically appropriate, and high-quality health care, the foundational 

principles for the North Carolina State Medical Facilities Plan. Moreover, Mission Hospital’s statements 

certainly do not support the proposition that another provider does not need OB and women’s services.  

Mission Hospital is not the “voice” of health care in western North Carolina, and it certainly does not 

represent the patients, payors, physicians, and employees who are hungry for more and better health 

care options.  NH Asheville will be a high-quality health care alternative to Mission Hospital and will 

provide the necessary obstetric and women’s services to meet their needs.  
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On page 51, Mission Hospital states: 

 

Once construction is complete, Mission Hospital will convert 5 acute care beds (2 beds on 

4A East and 3 beds on 3 Fullerton) from Phase I back to much-needed observation beds, 

resulting in a total of 20 observation beds.  

 

In 2010, Mission Hospital was approved to develop 24 observation beds and now Mission Hospital 

proposes to operate fewer “much-needed” observation beds. Observation beds do not require an acute 

care bed need determination but can be developed at any time without requiring a CON, which can 

alleviate the need to hold patients in the Emergency Department waiting for admission.9 The SMFP does 

not differentiate between ICU beds and Medical/Surgical beds, as an “acute care bed is an acute care 

bed.” Mission Hospital can renovate any of its existing non-ICU beds to ICU standards without a CON 

application, as long as it does so on the main campus10.   Mission Hospital clearly does not need more 

acute care beds to manage its ICU capacity.  Mission Hospital proposes that only 22 out of the 67 

available acute care beds will be designated as ICU beds.  

 

On pages 54-57, Mission Hospital discusses the four-county service area: 

 

Buncombe County: 

 While the vast majority of patients were able to stay in Buncombe County for 

care, the number of patients leaving the area increased due to Mission's bed 

constraints, as will be documented. 

o For example, there were significant increases in patients having to leave 

the region for tertiary services provided at Duke University Hospital and 

Atrium Wake Forest Baptist when Mission did not have a bed available. 

o Increasing numbers of patients had to leave the area and travel to 

Georgia, South Carolina and Tennessee hospitals, again due to Mission's 

bed constraints. 

Graham County: 

 An increasing number of patients had to leave the state to seek, in most 

instances, tertiary care in Georgia or other tertiary hospitals such as Atrium 

Carolinas Medical Center and Atrium Wake Forest Baptist, due to Mission's 

capacity constraints as will be discussed. 

 

Madison County: 

 
9 Assuming the observation beds are developed on the hospital’s “main campus,” the additional observation beds could be 

developed using the main campus exemption of the CON Law.  N.C. Gen. Stat. § 131E-184(g). 
10 N.C. Gen. Stat. § 131E-184(g).   
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 Additional patients left the area for tertiary providers such as Duke University 

Hospital or providers in Tennessee, again due to Mission's capacity constraints. 

 

Yancey County: 

 An increasing number of patients had to be served by or stay in smaller 

community hospitals with significant increases in admissions for Blue Ridge 

Regional Hospital and Mission Hospital McDowell. In 2021, Mission was unable 

to accept 268 transfer requests from Blue Ridge Regional Hospital due to 

capacity constraints. Based on Blue Ridge's share of Yancey County, it is certain 

that a significant portion of these patients in need of higher acuity care were 

from Yancey County. 

 In addition, there was an increase in patients having to leave the area for 

tertiary providers such as Atrium Wake Forest Baptist and Duke University 

Hospital or providers in Tennessee, again due to Missions capacity constraints. 

 

Mission Hospital anecdotally assumes that patients “have to leave” the region for tertiary services or 

travel out-of-state because of Mission Hospital’s so-called bed constraints. Mission Hospital does not 

validate these statements with any supporting data. These Buncombe County (4.6%), Graham County 

(21.0%), Madison County (5.7%), and Yancey County (10.0%) patients may be seeking specialty care at 

Duke University Hospital or Atrium Health that is not offered at Mission Hospital or in the case of out-of-

state hospitals, patients may need hospital admissions during vacation, while at work, or because they 

live closer to the out-of-state hospital. Nothing indicates these patients leave Buncombe County 

“because of” a lack of beds at Mission Hospital. In regard to Yancey County patients, Mission Hospital 

again denigrates smaller community hospitals when it complains that “an increasing number of patients 

had to be served by or stay in smaller community hospitals.” If the appropriate level of care was 

provided at the smaller community hospital, then there was no need to travel to Mission Hospital.   The 

Agency must be wary of accepting statements about Mission Hospital’s so-called capacity constraints at 

face value.   These statements must be supported by data, which Mission Hospital did not do.11    

 

NH Asheville will have the ability to serve a wide range of patients (most DRG codes) and serve those 

service area patients who can be better served at a community hospital that is focused on patient care, 

allowing Mission Hospital to gain capacity for “higher acuity” patients that they project to serve because 

they are a “tertiary” facility.  

 

 
11 The Agency may recall that in the contested case that followed the 2019 Mecklenburg County Acute Care Bed Review, Atrium 

made similar claims of having to transfer significant numbers of patients due to capacity constraints, but these claims were 

disproved at the hearing.  Credible data, not unsupported assertions, must be presented.    
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On page 60, Mission Hospital states: 

 

An increasing number of patients are traveling from outside of Mission Hospital's service 

area and HSA I to receive the tertiary and trauma services available at Mission.  

 

 

 

Mission Hospital believes that patients travel from Wilmington, New Bern, Raleigh, Charlotte, etc. for 

tertiary and trauma services in Asheville. Patients do no such thing.  They do not travel hundreds of 

miles to seek care at Mission Hospital. More likely, these non-HSA I residents are in in western North 

Carolina for other reasons, such as family visits, work, or vacation, and require hospital services while in 

western North Carolina for these other reasons. Essentially, these patients have to seek care at Mission 

Hospital because no competition exists in the service area for acute care services. 

 

On pages 60 and 61, Mission Hospital states: 

 

There are seventeen existing providers of general acute care services in Mission's 

combined primary and secondary service areas that range in size from small critical 

access hospitals to Mission, the lone tertiary care center in western North Carolina. As 

shown in Figure 12 below, the existing service area hospitals are categorized by bed size. 

The eight critical access hospitals in the service area each have less than 60 beds. Six 

community hospitals in the service area have between 62 and 137 beds. There are two 

larger community hospitals in western North Carolina, Margaret P. Pardee Memorial 

Hospital ("Pardee" and aka "UNC Health Pardee") and UNC Blue Ridge (composed of 

Morganton and Valdese locations), that have 201 and 293 beds, respectively. In 

contrast, Mission has 733 licensed general acute care beds, of which 151 are ICU beds 

{91 adult ICU, 51 NICU, and 9 pediatric ICU). 

 

Bed Size is not the only distinction between these facilities. The critical access hospitals 

and smaller community hospitals have few, if any, intensive care beds, specialty 
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designated beds, or other higher acuity care services. The two larger community 

hospitals offer an increased level of ICU and specialty bed designation, but do not come 

close to the multiple specialty ICU units, trauma designation, and high-acuity cardiac 

care designated units provided by Mission Hospital. In fact, the two larger community 

hospitals rely on Mission Hospital to provide this care when their patients need a higher 

level of care. 

 

While this discussion is meant to show that competition exists in western North Carolina as there are 

seventeen hospitals, it actually does the opposite. The two “larger” community hospitals, Margaret R. 

Pardee Memorial Hospital (201 acute care beds) and UNC Blue Ridge (293 acute care beds), are 33 miles 

and 57 miles, respectively, from Mission Hospital.  Mission Hospital, with 733 acute care beds, is many 

times larger than either of these hospitals.  Throughout the application, Mission Hospital repeatedly 

reminds the reader that it is the primary, if not only, provider of Level IV neonatal services, pediatric ICU 

services, neuro/trauma ICU services, obstetric services, oncology services, and orthopedic services, as 

well as having more ICU beds (151 ICU beds) than the other sixteen hospital combined (117 ICU beds) 

and 2.5 times more general acute care beds than the next largest hospital (UNC Blue Ridge, 293 acute 

care beds).   

 

Mission Hospital not only forces people to travel to Buncombe County for care by virtue of its size and 

range of services; it also works to siphon off patients who could easily remain in their local communities 

for care.     Mission Hospital was recently approved to develop freestanding Emergency Departments 

(“FSED”) proposed to be located in Arden and Candler in Buncombe County. Arden is located near the 

border of Henderson County, south of Asheville, and Candler is located near the border of Haywood 

County, west of Asheville. Mission Hospital located FSEDs close to county borders to better divert 

patients to Mission Hospital and away from existing Emergency Departments in adjacent counties.   

Mission Hospital’s goal, of course, is not just to treat the emergency condition that happens to present 

itself at a particular moment in time but also to get patients “in the Mission Hospital system” and 

thereby make it more likely that patients will choose Mission Hospital for all, or most, of their health 

care needs.  While in most situations this would be considered ordinary competition, the situation in 

western North Carolina generally and in Buncombe County specifically is anything but ordinary.   A 

monopolist hospital continues to maintain its dominant position while it also attempts to weaken 

smaller providers in adjacent areas.  Approval of the NH Asheville application is one meaningful step the 

Agency can take to end Mission Hospital’s iron-clad grip on health care options in western North 

Carolina.   
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Please refer to Attachment 5 for copies of the Petition for Contested Case Hearing filed by AdventHealth 

Hendersonville and Pardee concerning the Mission Hospital FSEDs. 

 

On page 68, Mission Hospital continues its anti-obstetric and women’s services rhetoric by stating: 

 

Females between the age of 15-44 represent the age cohort most likely to include the 

childbearing years. The females in this age cohort are estimated to increase in the total 

service area at a slower rate than the state of North Carolina, as shown in Figure 16 

below. This cohort is also estimated to grow more slowly than the total population for 

most other age cohorts discussed previously from 2022 through 2027 and 2032. The 

females 15-44 growth rate is important because it indicates that services related to 

childbirth, such as OB and NICU, will not expect to grow as fast as other services. Thus, 

adding OB beds would not address the most rapidly growing population segments of the 

service area. 

 

Mission Hospital again emphasizes that obstetrics and women’s services will not grow as fast as other 

services. But Mission Hospital and HCA did not maintain obstetrics and women’s services at HCA-owned 

and operated community hospitals; they decreased equitable access to timely, clinically appropriate, 

and high-quality obstetrics and women’s services. Moreover, the growth rate that Mission Hospital 

describes should not be misunderstood to mean that there is no need for an alternative provider of 

women’s services.  NH Asheville will be a high-quality health care alternative to Mission Hospital and will 

provide the necessary obstetric and women’s services to meet their needs.  

 

On page 73, Mission Hospital states: 

 

The Agency's acute care bed need calculation as shown in the 2022 SMFP Chapter 5- 

Acute Care Beds, further demonstrates that the increasing demand for hospital services 

is focused on higher acuity need provided by major tertiary medical centers such as 

Mission. 

. 

. 

. 

Smaller community hospitals and rural providers by contrast all have a surplus of beds. 

Across the state, these smaller, lower acuity providers have an aggregate surplus of 

almost 4,300 beds. This analysis clearly demonstrates that the need for inpatient 

services is associated with higher acuity hospitals consistent with the trends towards 

overall higher acuity of inpatient care. Likewise, the bed-need for the 

Buncombe/Graham/Madison/Yancey service area was generated by Mission Hospital's 

complex and high acuity care as the regional, tertiary provider and trauma center. 
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Nothing in the SMFP acute care bed need methodology or bed need determination indicates a 

preference for high acuity patients. All tertiary care hospitals serve both high acuity and lower acuity 

patients. Any patient is appropriate for admission to an acute care bed.  Even Mission Hospital proposes 

to develop 45 of the available 67 beds (67%) as general medical/surgical beds appropriate for any acute 

care admission.   Only 22 of the beds (33%) are intended for the ICU.   If, as Mission Hospital claims, the 

“trend” is toward higher acuity, then Mission Hospital would be allocating more of the 67 beds for the 

ICU, but it did not.   Again, any qualified applicant is eligible for these 67 beds, and NH Asheville is a 

qualified applicant.  If Mission Hospital really needs more ICU capacity, it has the ability to transition 

some of its medical/surgical beds to ICU without adding new beds; all it would need to do is file a main 

campus exemption letter for any necessary structural modifications.  It could add observation beds to 

backfill any re-distribution of acute care capacity among medical/surgical and ICU beds.   It does not 

need to add more beds to solve these so-called problems.  

 

 

Mission Hospital’s assertion that acute care bed need only applies to tertiary hospitals is proven false 

when considering that the Proposed 2023 SMFP has acute care bed need determinations in Hoke 

County, Duplin County, Anson County, and Scotland Counties. These four counties are rural and have 

fewer than 53,000 residents each. 
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On Page 75, Mission Hospital provides the following table: 

 

The data proves nothing. As Mission Hospital previous noted, most of these facilities are critical access 

hospitals or small community hospitals located in the mountainous regions of western North Carolina. 

The five HCA-owned and operated critical access and small community hospitals have experienced the 

elimination of obstetric and oncology services, as well as a decrease in fulltime physicians, and they only 

have occupancy rates of between 9.3 percent and 35.4 percent.  This is not a glowing endorsement for 

Mission Health or HCA’s leadership. Rather than strengthen local community access, the strategy is to 

force patients to Asheville.    

 

On page 76, Mission Hospital states: 

 

Mission's observation days also contribute to capacity constraints. With just 27 

dedicated observation beds, Mission must serve observation patients within its licensed 

beds as well.  

 

As previously stated, observation beds can be developed at any time and without the need for a CON 

application. Furthermore, the actual number of observation beds is unknown. On page 76, Mission 

Hospital identifies 27 dedicated observation beds but has reported zero (0) observation beds on its 
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Hospital License Renewal Applications, since at least 2003. Please refer to Attachment 6 for a copy of 

the 2022 HLRA, Table B. If Mission Hospital does operate 27 observation beds, it proposes to decrease 

the number of observation beds to 20, which does not support the need argument presented in the 

application.  

 

On page 81, Mission Hospital states: 

 

Mission operates 160 total stepdown beds, which is over a third of the 433 general 

med/surg bed capacity. These beds are required to support Mission's large number of 

ICU beds and are also specialized. 

. 

. 

. 

As mentioned earlier, the general Med/Surg bed category, which includes the stepdown 

beds, historically operated at close to 90 percent occupancy rate over the last two years. 

Stepdown beds play a role in driving up the Med/Surg Unit occupancy rate.  

 

As Mission Hospital highlights, only 160 of 433 general medical/surgical beds are stepdown beds. The 

vast majority of the general medical/surgical beds are for lower acuity admissions. NH Asheville will 

have the ability to serve a wide range of patients (most DRG codes) and serve those service area 

patients who can be better served at a community hospital that is focused on patient care, allowing 

Mission Hospital to gain capacity for “higher acuity” patients, including stepdown patients.  

 

Mission Hospital spends ten pages, from page 82 through page 91, discussing trauma and Emergency 

Department patients to support the need for additional acute care beds. However, Mission Hospital’s 

status as a Level II Trauma Center is irrelevant. A “qualified” applicant only needs to provide a 24/7 

Emergency Department, which NH Asheville will provide. Mission Hospital can also construct more 

Emergency Department bays/rooms on its main campus without a CON application and can also develop 

observation beds on its main campus without a CON application. In addition, Mission Hospital’s two 

FSEDs are projected to shift Emergency Department visits from the main campus to the FSEDs, as 

identified in Step 4, page 70 and Figure 24 of the application. 

 

On page 90, Mission Hospitals repeats the same fallacy once again: 

 

The high ED referral/transfer volume to Mission and capacity constraints detailed 

previously, juxtaposed with the under-utilization of small community hospitals in the 

service area, further demonstrates that the addition of beds at Mission is the only way to 
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address the regional demand for complex and high acuity services. Only the project 

proposed by Mission can fully satisfy the need identified in the 2022 SMFP. 

 

The acute care beds are also not reserved for complex and high acuity patients, and Mission Hospital’s 

application is clearly not the only project that can satisfy the need for 67 new acute care beds in the 

Buncombe/Graham/Madison/Yancey acute care bed service area. A second acute care hospital in 

Buncombe County can provide safe and effective care to the majority of service area patients. The new 

hospital proposed by NH Asheville will act as a relief valve and will allow Mission Hospital to admit more 

“complex and high acuity patients.” NH Asheville proposes to challenge the status quo, which Mission 

Hospital proposes to perpetuate, and introduce choice and competition in the service area. The acute 

care hospital proposed by Novant Health and Surgery Partners, two proven leaders in providing health 

care services in North Carolina, is the best alternative to meet the needs of service area patients. 

 

On page 92, Mission Hospital provides the following table: 

 

 

Mission Hospital fails to provide the underlying data for the table, which is extremely important if the 

analyst is to draw any reliable conclusion from the data. The underlying data may not support all of 

these “declined” transfers for the reasons stated on the chart. Moreover, Figure 21 on page 76, 

calculated average daily censuses for 2020 and 2021 of 551 and 614, respectively. This would indicate 

that on average every day there were 182 beds available in 2020 and 119 beds available in 2021. These 

available beds correspond to 67,000 patient days in 2020 and 44,000 patient days in 2021. It is hard to 

understand how transfers could be declined due to capacity constraints with so many available patient 

days. Further, if the data presented is accurate, it is reasonable to ask what Mission Hospital is doing to 

manage capacity. Is it increasing observation beds? Has it requested a temporary increase in acute care 

beds? What is HCA doing to better manage the outlying HCA hospitals? What is Mission Hospital doing 
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to address staffing shortages and address the concerns of its nursing workforce?  Additionally, the data 

does not explain how long transfers were declined. Were they declined permanently or did a bed open 

up at some later point on the same day? Most important, were patients able to receive the care they 

needed elsewhere? Without the data, these questions remain unanswered, and the Agency cannot 

assume that Mission Hospital was unable to accept the patients because of bed capacity issues.   

 

On page 95, Mission Hospital states:   

 

There are also 6 dedicated ambulatory ORs (existing and approved) at two ambulatory 

surgery facilities as shown in Figure 36 below. Of the 6 dedicated ambulatory ORs in a 

freestanding setting in Buncombe County, one is limited to performing eye surgeries- 

Asheville Eye Surgery. The remaining 5 dedicated ambulatory ORs are operated by 

Outpatient Surgery of Asheville, which is the only multispecialty freestanding ASF in the 

area. Two of the existing five ORs at Outpatient Surgery of Asheville were approved 

pursuant to a need determination in the 2018 SMFP, which was based specifically on the 

need for dedicated ambulatory surgery cases. With only one multispecialty ASC in 

Buncombe County, it is clear that these 5 rooms are needed in this capacity and could 

not appropriately be relocated to a new freestanding hospital. There are no other 

available ORs to support a proposal by any competing applicant to utilize the available 

67 beds to create a new hospital in Buncombe County. 

 

 
 

Mission Hospital is correct in its analysis but wrong in its conclusion. Surgery Partners d/b/a Outpatient 

Surgery Center of Asheville is partnering with NH Asheville and is a co-applicant in the NH Asheville 

application. Surgery Partners, not Mission Hospital, is in the best position to know the best way to use 

Surgery Partners’ operating room capacity.  The SMFP does not identify need determinations for 

dedicated ambulatory operating rooms; the SMFP only identifies need determinations for operating 

rooms. It just so happens that Outpatient Surgery Center of Asheville is an ambulatory surgical facility, 

so by definition no inpatient surgical cases are performed there. However, the Conditions of Approval 

for Project ID#: B-11514-18 do not include any condition restricting the approved operating rooms to 

only being dedicated to ambulatory surgery cases. Ambulatory is just a category, and the operating 
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rooms can be recategorized as shared or inpatient operating rooms with Agency approval via the NH 

Asheville application. Mission Hospital’s supposition is not supported by reality. 

 

On pages 100, 109, and 168, Mission Hospital presents conflicting numbers of admissions and patient 

days as the following tables illustrate:  
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It is unknown which of the six values are the correct values and calls into question the resulting pro 

forma financial statements and utilization. 

 

Mission Hospital has not demonstrated the quantitative or qualitative need for 67 new acute care beds.  

For these stated reasons, in addition to any other reasons the Agency may discern, Mission Hospital’s 

application is non-conforming with Criterion (3) and cannot be approved.   
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(3a)  In the case of a reduction or elimination of a service, including the relocation of 

a facility or a service, the applicant shall demonstrate that the needs of the 

population presently served will be met adequately by the proposed relocation 

or by alternative arrangements, and the effect of the reduction, elimination or 

relocation of the service on the ability of low income persons, racial and ethnic 

minorities, women, … persons [with disabilities], and other underserved groups 

and the elderly to obtain needed health care. 

 

Mission Hospital failed to accurately respond to Criterion (3a).  

 

On page 110, Section D.2.a., the application asks:  

 

Does the proposal in this application involve reducing or eliminating some but not all 

the service components at a health service facility? 

 

On page 9, health service is defined as: 

 

Health service: The term "health service," which is defined in G.S. 131E-176(9a), means 

"An organized, interrelated activity that is medical, diagnostic, therapeutic, 

rehabilitative, or a combination thereof and that is integral to the prevention of disease 

or the clinical management of an individual who is sick or injured or who has a disability. 

'Health service' does not include administrative and other activities that are not integral 

to clinical management." 

 

For the purposes of completing this application form, the term health service includes 

but is not limited to the following services: hospital; adult care home; bone marrow 

transplantation; burn intensive care; cardiac catheterization; GI endoscopy; home 

health; hospice home care; hospice inpatient; hospice residential; inpatient psychiatric; 

inpatient rehabilitation; intermediate care for persons with intellectual disabilities; long-

term care hospital; medical equipment; neonatal intensive care; nursing home facility; 

open heart; solid organ transplantation; substance use disorder treatment; and surgical 

(ORs). 

 

Mission Hospital responds that it will not be reducing or eliminating some but not all of the service 

components at a health service facility.  However, in several locations throughout the application, 

including pages 28, 40, 42, 48, 51, 106, 117, 118, 157, and 171; Mission Hospital states that it will be 

converting twelve observation beds to acute care beds with seven observation beds being permanently 

converted to acute care beds.  An observation bed is “integral to clinical management” as Mission 

Hospital has noted that observation beds are “much-needed.”  
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Additionally, Mission Hospital failed to respond to Section D.2.b.1), 2), 3), 4), and 5).  A thorough review 

of the application shows no discussion of the reduced observation beds and their impact on Criterion 

(3a).  

 

Mission Hospital failed to accurately respond to Criterion (3a) and cannot be found conforming to the 

criterion. 

 

For these stated reasons, in addition to any other reasons the Agency may discern, Mission Hospital’s 

application is non-conforming with Criterion (3a) and cannot be approved.   
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(4) Where alternative methods of meeting the needs for the proposed project exist, 

the applicant shall demonstrate that the least costly or most effective 

alternative has been proposed. 

 

On page 116, Mission Hospital begins its discussion of five alternatives: 1) maintain the status quo, 2) 

build a separate 67-bed free-standing hospital in Buncombe County, 3) use only existing space in 

Mission Hospital to expand acute care beds, 4) build a vertical expansion on existing bed tower to 

accommodate new acute care beds, and 5) the proposed project.  

 

However, Mission Hospital failed to discuss several alternatives to address the assumed capacity issues 

at Mission Hospital.  These alternatives include: 

 

 Increase Emergency Department bays/rooms – no CON application required 

 Increase the number of observation beds – no CON application required 

 Temporarily increase acute care beds – Licensure approval required but easy to obtain and can 

be renewed unlimited times, provided the requirements of the rule are satisfied. 

 Convert medical/surgical beds to ICU beds – no CON application required 

 Better utilize HCA-owned and operated hospitals with vacancy rates between 64.6 percent and 

90.7 percent – no CON approval required. 

 

The question is not whether 67 beds owned by Mission belong on the main campus, in a new vertical 

tower, or in a new hospital.  The question for the Agency to decide is whether maintaining the status 

quo, i.e., Mission Hospital as the only hospital in the acute care bed service area, is the least costly or 

most effective alternative.  Clearly, it is not.   As the Stein Letter aptly states, “[t]he continued lack of 

competition has predictably led to increased health care costs in western North Carolina.”12  Certainly, 

further expansion of Mission Hospital is not the least costly or most effective option for patients.  Nor is 

it the least costly or most effective alternative for Mission itself, as there are multiple less costly and 

likely quicker ways to manage so-called capacity constraints, such as the options set out above.     

 

For these stated reasons, in addition to any other reasons the Agency may discern, Mission Hospital’s 

application is non-conforming with Criterion (4) and cannot be approved.   
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(5) Financial and operational projections for the project shall demonstrate the 

availability of funds for capital and operating needs as well as the immediate 

and long-term financial feasibility of the proposal, based upon reasonable 

projections of the costs of and charges for providing health services by the 

person proposing the service. 

 

For the stated reasons in Criteria (3), (3a), (4), (6), (13), and (18a), in addition to any other reasons the 

Agency may discern, Mission Hospital’s application is non-conforming with Criterion (5) and cannot be 

approved.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
12 Stein Letter, page 2. Attachment 1.  
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(6) The applicant shall demonstrate that the proposed project will not result in 

unnecessary duplication of existing or approved health service capabilities or 

facilities. 

 

Mission Hospital’s application is the quintessential example of unnecessary duplication.  The monopolist 

hospital simply proposes to make itself bigger.  As the Stein Letter emphasizes, this monopoly “harms 

residents of western North Carolina by increasing the cost, and reducing the quality, of health care 

services in the region.”13 Moreover, Mission Hospital fails to adequately demonstrate the need for the 

proposed project. See Criterion (3) for discussion. Consequently, Mission Hospital did not adequately 

demonstrate that its proposal will not result in unnecessary duplication of existing or approved health 

service capabilities or facilities.  

 

Additionally, Mission Hospital lists the 17 hospitals in western North Carolina and provides their FY2021 

utilization.  By the total number of hospitals in western North Carolina, Mission Hospital would have the 

analyst assume that acute care services are competitive, and that expanding Mission Hospital would 

thus not unnecessarily duplicate existing services. Throughout the application, Mission Hospital 

stigmatizes the smaller community hospitals as insignificant in both the services they offer, and the 

acute care patient days of care provided. However, those hospitals are not within the SMFP-defined 

acute care bed service area.  These hospitals serve their local communities; they are not in direct 

competition with Mission Hospital.   

 

For these stated reasons, in addition to any other reasons the Agency may discern, Mission Hospital’s 

application is non-conforming with Criterion (6) and cannot be approved.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
13 Stein Letter, page 1. Attachment 1. 
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(7)  The applicant shall show evidence of the availability of resources, including 

health manpower and management personnel, for the provision of the services 

proposed to be provided. 

 

On page 131, Mission Hospital states:  

 

It has historically been able to recruit and retain clinical and non-clinical 

personnel for all related healthcare facilities.    

 

This may be a true statement, historically, but currently may not be accurate.  Since HCA acquired 

ownership of Mission Health, the nurses at Mission Hospital unionized do to poor working conditions, 

including short staffing and hundreds of physicians have left the medical staff of Mission Hospital. 

 

In a letter from the registered nurses at Mission Hospital, under the letterhead of the National Nurses 

Organizing Committee and National Nurses United14 as well as in the National Nurses United15 press 

release, the nurses find conditions at the hospital are negatively affecting patient care and identify six 

factors to correct the issue, including: 

 

 Hire more full-time and part-time RNs, fully utilize PRNs and hire more support staff  

 Utilize Registry/Travelers to fill staffing holes while positions are open  

 Offer Extra Shift Bonuses and other incentives every time a unit is short  

 Staff by acuity, not just by grid numbers and ensure that NUS's do not take patients   
 Clearly post staffing grids on each unit and make daily assignment sheets accessible 

to RNs  

 Stop disciplining RNs for discussing patient care issues and divert money from union 

busting into staffing  

 

A March 26, 2022 article by Asheville Watchdog asked the question, “How many doctors have left 

Mission?”  The Asheville Watchdog compared the physician names on the Find a Doctor website from 

August 2019 to February 2022 and identified 223 doctors who no longer practice there and an additional 

57 doctors still on the website but who are no longer listed as employed or affiliated with Mission 

Hospital. 

 

Please refer to Attachment 7 for the related letter and articles. 

 
14 “The RNs of Mission” Letter. Attachment 7. 
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Mission Hospital has significant staffing issues.  The Agency cannot know the true status of manpower at 

Mission Hospital or the likelihood that Mission Hospital can hire an additional 211 registered nurses or 

130 clinical and support staff by the first year of the project, if it has difficulty staffing the hospital at the 

present time. 

 

For these stated reasons, in addition to any other reasons the Agency may discern, Mission Hospital’s 

application is non-conforming with Criterion (7) and cannot be approved.   

 

 
15 National Nurses United Press Release, Attachment 7. 
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(13)  The applicant shall demonstrate the contribution of the proposed service in meeting the 

health-related needs of the elderly and of members of medically underserved groups, 

such as medically indigent or low income persons, Medicaid and Medicare recipients, 

racial and ethnic minorities, women, and … persons [with disabilities], which have 

traditionally experienced difficulties in obtaining equal access to the proposed services, 

particularly those needs identified in the State Health Plan as deserving of priority. For 

the purpose of determining the extent to which the proposed service will be accessible, 

the applicant shall show:  

(a)  The extent to which medically underserved populations currently use the 

applicant's existing services in comparison to the percentage of the 

population in the applicant's service area which is medically underserved;  

(b)  Its past performance in meeting its obligation, if any, under any applicable 

regulations requiring provision of uncompensated care, community 

service, or access by minorities and … persons [with disabilities] to 

programs receiving federal assistance, including the existence of any civil 

rights access complaints against the applicant;  

(c)  That the elderly and the medically underserved groups identified in this 

subdivision will be served by the applicant's proposed services and the 

extent to which each of these groups is expected to utilize the proposed 

services; and  

(d)  That the applicant offers a range of means by which a person will have 

access to its services.  Examples of a range of means are outpatient 

services, admission by house staff, and admission by personal physicians. 

 

Major concerns related to HCA ownership were raised prior to the agreement to acquire Mission Health 

System.  The concerns were so great that HCA had to agree to 15 Commitments that fall under the 

scope of an Independent Monitor before the North Carolina Attorney General’s Office would authorize 

the acquisition.  These Commitments are listed below and fall under four categories: 

 

 Retain Services and Hospitals 

 Invest in Community Health and Wellbeing 

 

 Invest in Facilities 

 Other Commitments  
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Because of a perceived lack of trust, HCA, and thus Mission Hospital, was required to sign commitments 

related to maintaining uninsured and charity care policies for a mere 10 years and to thereafter 

maintain a policy for the treatment of indigent patients.  HCA was also required to commit to 

participating in the Medicare and Medicaid programs for at least 10 years. 
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Additionally, concerns are so great that an independent monitor had to be established; still, concerns 

and complaints are directed to the Attorney General Office relating to whether or not HCA is living up to 

these commitments.  Please refer to Attachment 3 for copies of these articles. 

 

While the Agency does not compare applicants’ conformity to the review criteria, it is useful to review 

how Mission Hospital’s charity care policy works in practice, when compared to the more generous 

Novant Health policy that will be used at NH Asheville Medical Center.  The following table highlights the 

payments required for patient at or below 300% of the federal poverty guidelines. 

 

Charity Care Policy Comparison  

% of Federal Poverty Guideline 0-100% 101-200% 201-300% 0-100% 101-200% 201-300%

Less than $1,500 Balance $0 $0 $0

Over $1,500 Balance $0 $0

3% of annual 

household 

income

$0 $0 $0

Balance up to $1,500

Mission Hospital Novant Health

 

 

For the above-stated reasons, in addition to any other reasons the Agency may discern, Mission 

Hospital’s application is non-conforming with Criterion (13) and cannot be approved.   
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(18a)  The applicant shall demonstrate the expected effects of the proposed services 

on competition in the proposed service area, including how any enhanced 

competition will have a positive impact upon the cost effectiveness, quality, and 

access to the services proposed; and in the case of applications for services 

where competition between providers will not have a favorable impact on cost-

effectiveness, quality, and access to the services proposed, the applicant shall 

demonstrate that its application is for a service on which competition will not 

have a favorable impact. 

 

On page 156, Mission Hospital states: 

 

As described in detail in the response to GEN-3 Basic Principles in Section B, Mission’s 

proposed project will have a positive impact on the cost-effectiveness, quality, and 

access by medically underserved groups for the proposed services. 

 

Mission Hospital’s response is typical for a hospital with strong community support and no issues. 

However, adding more beds to the monopolist hospital that has had a plethora of issues both before 

and after the 2019 acquisition does not have a positive impact on cost effectiveness, quality, and access.   

The Stein Letter plainly articulates the Criterion (18a) deficiency in the Mission Hospital application.  The 

lack of competition is hurting residents of western North Carolina.  The antitrust lawsuits are piling up, 

with local governments and citizens demanding relief from higher prices, lower quality and lack of 

options.  There is clearly a need for another provider of acute care services in the 

Buncombe/Graham/Madison/Yancey service area, as well as western North Carolina, and that provider 

should be NH Asheville.  The following table highlights the inpatient admission and inpatient surgery 

market shares for Mission Hospital, ranked by average market share, which indicate a significant lack of 

competition in western North Carolina. 

 

Patient County 

Origin 

Inpatient 

Admissions 

Inpatient 

Surgery 

Average Market 

Share 

Madison 91.8% 87.7% 89.8% 

Buncombe 90.7% 84.2% 87.5% 

Yancey 63.2% 81.0% 72.1% 

Mitchell 48.6% 74.4% 61.5% 

McDowell 46.3% 58.6% 52.5% 

Macon 43.2% 60.8% 52.0% 

Swain 47.3% 55.2% 51.3% 
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Patient County 

Origin 

Inpatient 

Admissions 

Inpatient 

Surgery 

Average Market 

Share 

Transylvania 41.2% 59.3% 50.3% 

Graham 43.3% 55.5% 49.4% 

Haywood 43.5% 52.9% 48.2% 

Jackson 39.2% 47.2% 43.2% 

Clay 34.8% 48.6% 41.7% 

Cherokee 27.4% 47.1% 37.3% 

Henderson 31.3% 37.8% 34.6% 

Polk 23.4% 30.0% 26.7% 

Rutherford 13.0% 20.1% 16.6% 

Source: Healthcare Planning 2022 Reports (2021 Data); https://info.ncdhhs.gov/dhsr/mfp/patientoriginreports.html#2022rpt 

    

The Attorney General’s March 16, 2022 letter details four significant problems at Mission Hospital that 

render this application inconsistent with Criterion (18a): 

 

 The high prices that Mission Health charges patients in Western North Carolina; 

 Mission Health’s price transparency efforts; 

 Mission Health’s alleged use of an anti-steering provision in contracts with physicians to 

stifle competition in western North Carolina; and  

 Understaffing at Mission Health facilities.16 

 

In the section discussing the anti-steering provision, the Attorney General states: 

 

 Moreover, when coupled with Mission Health’s overwhelming market power in western 

North Carolina, and its alleged practice of requiring insurers to cover Mission Health 

services that are not competitively priced if the insurers wish to include access to 

Mission Health’s ‘must have’ facilities in their plans, this practice leaves consumers with 

little choice but to receive all medical care from Mission Health, regardless of the price 

or quality of care.17 

 

The Attorney General’s July 25 comments in opposition specifically link the lack of competition and the 

problems caused by the lack of competition to Criterion (18a)18.  It is difficult to think of a better 

example of an application that is non-conforming to Criterion (18a) than the Mission Hospital 

application. 

 
16 See March 16, 2022 Letter. Attachment 1.  
17 March 16, 2022 Letter. Attachment 1. 
18 See Stein Letter. Attachment 1. 
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HCA’s tenure in Asheville has been difficult since the beginning, highlighting the need for a hospital in 

the Buncombe/Graham/Madison/Yancey service area that is operated by a different provider.  The 

following timeline is a summary of the articles published in the Asheville Citizen Times newspaper, 

illustrating some of the problems since the purchase of Mission Health by HCA Healthcare in February 

2019. 

 

 February 2019 – HCA Healthcare acquires Mission Health for $1.5 billion. 

 January 2020 – Cashiers-area residents concerned with changes at Highland-Cashiers Hospital, 

no full-time doctor, and sense of lower overall staffing levels negatively impacting quality of 

care. 

 February 2020 – HCA-Mission Hospital independent monitor hears from residents concerning 

uncomfortable delays during hospital stays, inconsistent billing practices and charity care 

policies. 

 August 2020 – Mission Health decides to “centralize” chemotherapy services from Mission 

Medical Oncology locations in Franklin, Brevard, Marion, and Spruce Pine to Asheville. 

 September 2020 – Mission Health to stop primary care services in Biltmore Park and Candler. 

 September 2020 – Mission Hospital registered nurses vote to unionize. 

 May 2021 – Twelve providers leave Transylvania Regional Hospital. Twenty-five physicians from 

a single medical practice leave Mission Hospital.  Mission Health contracts staffing through 

Team Health. Patients routinely wait 18-24 hours in the emergency department to get admitted 

due to shortage of nurses. Mission Hospital’s Leapfrog and CMS ratings decrease between Fall 

2020 and Spring 2021 to a Leapfrog “B” grade. 

 August 2021 – HCA-Mission Hospital has class-action, anti-trust lawsuit filed accusing the 

hospital of exorbitant prices and declining quality. 

 September 2021 – NC Attorney General receives 290 complaints concerning HCA-Mission 

Health. 

 September 2021 – Two long-time members of the Transylvania Regional Hospital board of 

directors resign after previously supporting the sale of Mission Health to HCA Healthcare. 

 January 2022 – Mission Health employees voice concerns about safe working conditions, 

thinning staffing levels, and national COVID-19 protections. 

 March 2022 – 223 physicians have left Mission Hospital since 2019. 
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 March 2022 – Attorney General’s Office had ‘Great Concerns’ Mission Health System – HCA 

Healthcare deal was rigged ‘From the Beginning’ 

 April 2022 – Angered and dissatisfied, some Mission Hospital patients seek health care 

elsewhere. 

 April 2022 – AG Stein hears western North Carolina leaders on Mission sale fallout, says he's 

eyeing merger law changes. 

 May 2022 – HCA-Mission Hospital class-action, anti-trust lawsuit under review. 

 June 2022 – HCA, Mission hit with 2nd Western North Carolina antitrust suit in a year by the city 

of Brevard. 

 July 2022 – HCA-Mission Hospital class-action, anti-trust lawsuit continues. 

 July 2022 – North Carolina Attorney General Josh Stein files comments in opposition to Mission 

Hospital’s CON application. 

 July 2022 – Buncombe County and the city of Asheville file joint class action lawsuit against HCA-

Mission Hospital 

 

The foregoing is not an exhaustive list of the problems.  In June 2021, Attorney General Josh Stein noted 

a “concerning number” of complaints had been filed against Mission over the preceding year, and that 

he has dedicated one of his employees to keeping track of all the complaints about Mission Health. 

Please refer to the NH Asheville CON, Exhibit C.4. (Tab 10) for copies of the articles. To NH Asheville’s 

knowledge, no other North Carolina hospital has a dedicated employee in the Attorney General tracking 

complaints.   

 

For these stated reasons, in addition to any other reasons the Agency may discern, Mission Hospital’s 

application is non-conforming with Criterion (18a) and cannot be approved.   
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(20)  An applicant already involved in the provision of health services shall provide 

evidence that quality care has been provided in the past. 

 

On page 28, Mission Hospital states:  

 

MH Mission Hospital, LLLP has been providing high quality care to Buncombe, 

Graham, Madison and Yancey Counties and the surrounding region for well over 

100 years.   

 

This may be a true statement, historically, but currently is not accurate.  Since HCA acquired ownership 

of Mission Health, the nurses at Mission Hospital unionized due to poor working conditions, including 

short staffing and hundreds of physicians have left the medical staff of Mission Hospital. 

 

In a letter from the registered nurses at Mission Hospital, under the letterhead of the National Nurses 

Organizing Committee and National Nurses United19, the nurses state: 

 

However, currently conditions at the hospital are such that patient care is 

suffering. 

 

A March 26, 2022 article by Asheville Watchdog asked the question, “How many doctors have left 

Mission?”20  The Asheville Watchdog compared the physician names on the Find a Doctor website from 

August 2019 to February 2022 and identified 223 doctors who no longer practice there and an additional 

57 doctors still on the website but who are no longer listed as employed or affiliated with Mission 

Hospital.  In interviews, several physicians who left Mission Hospital stated: 

 

 Bedside care is knowing what patients and families are suffering. Patient 

suffering is off their (HCA management’s) radar. 

 When HCA came in, there were so many emails on metrics.  We’ve gone from 

providing amazing care to mediocre care. 

 When a patient is lying in a bed, it’s not just the doctor, it’s the whole team that 

care for the patient. If you don’t have nurses, CNAs, and the whole ancillary 

staff, you can’t do it properly. When you decimate the team, the patient suffers. 

 

 
19 “The RNs of Mission” Letter. Attachment 7. 
20 “How many doctors have left Mission?” Attachment 7. 
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Finally, the Stein Letter plainly articulates the Criterion (20) deficiency in the Mission Hospital 

application.  The Stein Letter21 states: 

 

This lack of competition harms residents of western North Carolina by increasing 

costs and reducing the quality of health care services in the region.  Awarding 

Mission this Certificate of Need would exacerbate the lack of competition and 

resulting harm. 

  

Please refer to Attachment 7 for the nurse’s letter and Attachment 1 for the Attorney General letter. 

 

For these stated reasons, in addition to any other reasons the Agency may discern, Mission Hospital’s 

application is non-conforming with Criterion (20) and cannot be approved.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
21 See Stein Letter. Attachment 1. 
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Comments in Opposition to  

Project ID # B-12233-22 

AdventHealth Asheville, Inc. 

 

For the reasons stated in these comments and any other reasons the Agency may discern, the 

AdventHealth Asheville application is not approvable because it does not conform to all applicable 

review criteria and rules and is comparatively inferior to the NH Asheville application.   NH Asheville has 

submitted the most effective alternative to developing the 67 acute care beds in the 2022 

Buncombe/Graham/Madison/Yancey Service Area Review as demonstrated in its application, the NH 

Asheville CON application should be approved for the following reasons:  

 

 The NH Asheville application fully conforms to all applicable review criteria and is comparatively 

superior to the AdventHealth Asheville application. 

 The NH Asheville application offers choice and competition within Buncombe County and the 

broader service area. 

 Novant Health is a proven, effective operator of community hospitals in multiple North Carolina 

locations. 

 Like all Novant Health facilities, NH Asheville will have generous and easy-to-understand charity 

care and related policies that ensure care for all. 

 The NH Asheville application combines the expertise of two leading providers, Novant Health 

and Surgery Partners, both of which have extensive experience in North Carolina and in western 

North Carolina (Novant Health via its outpatient imaging affiliate, MedQuest, in Buncombe 

County, and Surgery Partners via Outpatient Surgery Center Asheville). 

 Both Novant Health and Surgery Partners have received numerous accolades for quality care. 

 Both Novant Health and Surgery Partners are employers of choice. 

 NH Asheville is a qualified applicant as defined in the 2022 SMFP, whereas AdventHealth 

Asheville is not a qualified applicant.   
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Application Specific Comments  

 

REVIEW CRITERIA FOR NEW INSTITUTIONAL HEALTH SERVICES 

 

(2) The proposed project shall be consistent with applicable policies and need 

determinations in the State Medical Facilities Plan, the need determination of 

which constitutes a determinative limitation on the provision of any health 

service, health service facility, health service facility beds, dialysis stations, 

operating rooms, or home health offices that may be approved. 

 

On page 24, AdventHealth Asheville responds to Section B.1.b.2) as the following shows, 

 

1. b. Applications submitted in response to a need determination for acute 

care beds in Chapter 5 of the SMFP – Document that the applicant 

meets all the requirements of a “qualified applicant,” which are as 

follows: 

 

(3) Does the hospital or will the hospital provide inpatient medical 

services to both surgical and non-surgical patients? 

 

Yes 

 

AdventHealth Asheville will provide inpatient medical services to both 

surgical and non-surgical patients.  As documented in subpart 4 below 

and Section Q, AdventHealth Asheville projects to serve inpatient 

medical patients and inpatient surgical patients. 

 

 

As the 2022 SMFP does not include a need determination for any operating rooms within the 

Buncombe/Madison/Yancey OR Service Area, AdventHealth Asheville cannot propose the development 

of an operating room and, as a result, cannot be a qualified applicant. 

 

As the following four tables highlight, an operating room is essential to being a licensed ambulatory 

surgical facility, excluding gastrointestinal endoscopy rooms as defined in General Statute 131E-176(1b), 

or licensed acute care hospital in North Carolina.  
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 Ambulatory Surgical Facilities 

 

General Statute 131E-176(1b) states: 

 

(1b) Ambulatory surgical facility. – A facility designed for the provision of a specialty 

ambulatory surgical program or a multispecialty ambulatory surgical program. 

An ambulatory surgical facility serves patients who require local, regional, or 

general anesthesia and a period of post-operative observation. An ambulatory 

surgical facility may only admit patients for a period of less than 24 hours and 

must provide at least one designated operating room or gastrointestinal 

endoscopy room and at least one designated recovery room, have available the 

necessary equipment and trained personnel to handle emergencies, provide 

adequate quality assurance and assessment by an evaluation and review 

committee, and maintain adequate medical records for each patient. An 

ambulatory surgical facility may be operated as a part of a physician or dentist's 

office, provided the facility is licensed under Part 4 of Article 6 of this Chapter, 

but the performance of incidental, limited ambulatory surgical procedures which 

do not constitute an ambulatory surgical program, and which are performed in a 

physician's or dentist's office does not make that office an ambulatory surgical 

facility. 

 

Note: Bold emphasis added. 

 

According to the 2022 SMFP, Table 6A, there are 59 licensed ambulatory surgical facilities in the state. 

The following table identifies the number of licensed ambulatory surgical facilities in North Carolina that 

are licensed without at least one operating room or gastrointestinal endoscopy room: 

 

Healthcare Facility # Licensed 
# Licensed Without an Operating Room or 

Gastrointestinal Endoscopy Room 

Ambulatory Surgical Facility 59 0 

Source: 2022 SMFP, Table 6A. 

 

As the table highlights, there are no licensed ambulatory surgical facilities in North Carolina that operate 

without at least one operating room or gastrointestinal endoscopy room. 
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According to the 2022 SMFP, Table 6A, there are 27 ambulatory surgical facilities under development in 

the state. The following table identifies the number of ambulatory surgical facilities under development 

in North Carolina that are being developed without at least one operating room or gastrointestinal 

endoscopy room: 

 

Healthcare Facility 
# Under 

Development 

# Licensed Without an Operating Room or 

Gastrointestinal Endoscopy Room 

Ambulatory Surgical Facility 27 0 

Source: 2022 SMFP, Table 6A. 

 

As the table highlights, there are no ambulatory surgical facilities under development in North Carolina 

that will be licensed and operate without at least one operating room or gastrointestinal endoscopy 

room. 

 

According to the Applications Logs22, there is one ambulatory surgical facility under CON review in the 

state. The following table identifies the number of ambulatory surgical facilities under CON review in 

North Carolina that are being proposed without at least one operating room or gastrointestinal 

endoscopy room: 

 

Healthcare Facility 
# Under CON 

Review 

# Licensed Without an Operating Room or 

Gastrointestinal Endoscopy Room 

Ambulatory Surgical Facility 1 0 

Source: CON Section, Application Logs. 

As the table highlights, there are no ambulatory surgical facilities under CON review in North Carolina 

that are proposed without at least one operating room or gastrointestinal endoscopy room. 

 

 
22 https://info.ncdhhs.gov/dhsr/coneed/applicationlogs.html 
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Acute Care Hospitals 

 

According to the 2022 SMFP, page 33 and Table 5A, “There are 108 licensed acute care hospitals in the 

state.” The following table identifies the number of licensed acute care hospitals in North Carolina that 

are licensed without at least one operating room: 

 

Healthcare Facility # Licensed # Licensed Without an Operating Room 

Acute Care Hospital 108 0 

Source: 2022 SMFP, Table 5A and Table 6A. 

 

As the table highlights, there are no licensed acute care hospitals in North Carolina that operate without 

at least one operating room. 

 

According to the 2022 SMFP, Table 6A, there are six acute care hospitals under development in the 

state. The following table identifies the number of acute care hospitals under development in North 

Carolina that are being developed without at least one operating room: 

 

Healthcare Facility 
# Under 

Development 

# Under Development Without an 

Operating Room 

Acute Care Hospital 6 0 

Source: 2022 SMFP, Table 6A. 

 

As the table highlights, there are no acute care hospitals under development in North Carolina that will 

be licensed and operate without at least one operating room. 

 

According to the Applications Logs23, there are three acute care hospitals under CON review in the state. 

The following table identifies the number of acute care hospitals under CON review in North Carolina 

that are being proposed without at least one operating room: 

 

Healthcare Facility 
# Under CON 

Review 

# Under CON Review Without an Operating 

Room 

Acute Care Hospital 3 1 

Source: CON Section, Application Logs. 
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As the table highlights, AdventHealth Asheville is the only North Carolina healthcare facility out of the 

204 licensed, under development, or under review in North Carolina without at least one operating 

room. 

 

Additionally, AdventHealth Asheville identifies three reasons for their belief that they can be a qualified 

applicant without developing an operating room to provide inpatient medical services to surgical 

patients.  

 

First, on page 41, AdventHealth attempts to avoid the necessity of developing an operating room by 

stating the following, 

 

The following details the manner in which the proposed surgical procedure rooms will 

comply with state and federal requirements for the provision of surgical services at 

AdventHealth Asheville.   

 

DHSR Construction & Licensure Sections 

 

NC DHHS DHSR has determined that procedure rooms will be regulated in licensed 

hospitals only to the extent that such procedure rooms meet the Federal Life Safety Code 

requirements. See Exhibit C.1.2.  AdventHealth Asheville will design and develop the 

proposed procedure rooms safely and appropriately to accommodate the surgical needs 

of the patients it projects to serve.  As evidenced by Section 9.e of the annual hospital 

license renewal application form, the DHSR Licensure and Certification Section is 

cognizant of the fact that acute care hospitals routinely perform surgical procedures in 

hospital-based procedure rooms. Therefore, there is no prohibition on AdventHealth 

Asheville’s ability to develop procedure rooms for the purposes of performing surgical 

services so long as the rooms meet Federal Life Safety Code requirements, which 

AdventHealth Asheville intends to do.   

 

In this statement, AdventHealth Asheville attempts to create a new classification of procedure room, 

that being “surgical procedure rooms.”  However, neither the NC DHHS DHSR letter included in Exhibit 

C.1.2. or the annual hospital license renewal application form refers to “surgical procedure rooms.” 

 

 
23 https://info.ncdhhs.gov/dhsr/coneed/applicationlogs.html 
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The following is the referenced NC DHHS DHSR letter included in Exhibit C.1.2. 

 

 

 

The NC DHHS DHSR letter clearly refers to “licensed” ambulatory surgical facilities and hospitals with the 

understanding that the ambulatory surgical facility and/or hospital is already licensed and as previously 

demonstrated, there are no licensed ambulatory surgical facilities or hospitals in North Carolina that do 

not have at least one operating room.  There is no inference that the proposed use of procedure rooms 

can or will result in a “licensed” hospital. 
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Next, AdventHealth Asheville refers to “Section 9.e. of the annual hospital license renewal application 

form.” However, even in their own 2022 Renewal Application for Hospitals: AdventHealth 

Hendersonville there is no mention of either “surgical procedure rooms” or procedure rooms as the 

following Section 9.e. shows:   

 

 

 

 

Never-the-less, AdventHealth cannot produce an annual hospital license renewal application form that 

shows the only location within a licensed acute care hospital where their surgical program is conducted 

is in “surgical procedure rooms” or procedure rooms. 
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Finally, AdventHealth Asheville identities the following Medicare Conditions of Participation regulation 

as support to not needing an operating room to be a licensed acute care hospital in North Carolina. 

 

 

 

A review of the Acute and Home Care Licensure and Certification Section website shows the following 

statement of purpose:  

 

Establish an Acute Care Hospital 

Purpose: This procedure describes the steps needed for the licensure and certification of a new 

acute care hospital. Pursuant to North Carolina General Statute 131E-79 , the North Carolina 

Medical Care Commission has rulemaking authority for this category. Rules in Title 10A of the 

North Carolina Administrative Code (10A NCAC 13B ) apply. 
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General Statute 131E-79 refers to Article 5. Hospital Licensure Act. Part 1. Article Title and Definitions. 

The terms “surgical procedure room” or procedure room are not identified in this statute as meeting the 

requirement for licensure.  However, the term operating room is identified. 

 

10A NCAC 13B refer to the “Licensing of Hospitals.” The terms “surgical procedure room” or procedure 

room are not identified in this administrative code as meeting the requirements for licensure.  However, 

the term operating room is identified.  Specifically, under Section .4600 – Surgical and Anesthesia 

Services it states, 

 

10A NCAC 13B .4603      SURGICAL AND ANESTHESIA STAFF 

(a)  The facility shall develop processes which require that each individual provides only those services for which 

proof of licensure and competency can be demonstrated. 

(b)  The facility shall require that: 

(1)         when anesthesia is administered, a qualified physician is immediately available in the facility to 

provide care in the event of a medical emergency; 

(2)         a roster of practitioners with a delineation of current surgical and anesthesia privileges is available 

and maintained for the service; 

(3)          an on-call schedule of surgeons with privileges to be available at all times for emergency surgery 

and for post-operative clinical management is maintained; 

(4)         the operating room is supervised by a qualified registered nurse or doctor of medicine or 

osteopathy; and 

(5)         an operating room register which shall include date of the operation, name and patient 

identification number, names of surgeons and surgical assistants, name of anesthetists, type of 

anesthesia given, pre- and post-operative diagnosis, type and duration of surgical procedure, and 

the presence or absence of complications in surgery is maintained. 

  
History Note:        Authority G.S. 131E-79; 

Eff. January 1, 1996. 

 

Note: Bold emphasis added. 

 

And under Section .5500 – Supplemental Rules for Hospitals Providing Living Organ Donation Transplant 

Services it states, 

 

10A NCAC 13B .5505      PERIOPERATIVE CARE AND FACILITY SUPPORT 
(a)  The donor surgical team shall have primary concern and responsibility for the donor's care and welfare 

throughout his or her entire hospital stay. The donor surgical team consists of the donor surgeon, his or her surgical 

and medical partners, fellows, residents, and physician assistants or nurse practitioners. 
(b)  Preoperative Preparation 

(1)         The facility shall have the ability to allow donors to bank a minimum of one unit of blood before 

surgery. Facilities shall have the ability to store and transfuse autologous blood; 
(2)        The transplant coordinator or another team member shall be assigned the responsibility of 

providing updates to the families of both the donor and transplant recipient during the surgical 

procedures; and 
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(3)         For live donor liver procedures, surgeries shall be scheduled only when staffing will be available 

for the postoperative period. If surgery is scheduled on a Thursday or Friday, the hospital shall 

ensure that there is adequate attending physician, resident physician, physician assistant or nurse 

practitioner, and registered nursing coverage during the weekend. 
(c)  Postoperative Care 

(1)         After live donor nephrectomy, the patient shall receive post-operative care equivalent to that 

provided for abdominal procedures under general anesthesia; and 
(2)           For live liver donors: 

(A)        Day 0-1: The live adult liver donor shall receive care in the intensive care unit (ICU) or 

post-anesthesia care unit (PACU); 
(B)        Day 2: If stable and cleared for transfer by the donor surgical team, the donor shall be 

cared for in a hospital unit that is dedicated to the care of transplant recipients or a 

hospital unit in which patients who undergo hepatobiliary resectional surgery are 

provided care. Liver donors shall not at any time be cared for on any other unit unless a 

specific medical condition of the donor warrants such a transfer; 
(C)        The donor shall be evaluated at least daily by a liver transplant attending physician with 

documentation in the medical record; 
(D)        The donor surgical team shall be responsible for the clinical management of the donor; 
(E)        The patient care staff shall be familiar with the common complications associated with the 

donor and transplant recipient operations and have appropriate monitoring in place to 

detect these problems if they arise; and 
(F)         If there is an emergent complication requiring re-operation, these patients shall be 

prioritized for access to the operating room based on the facility’s operating room 

policies and guidelines.       
(d)  Medical Staffing. For live donor nephrectomy patients, there shall be continuous physician coverage available 

for patient evaluation as needed. These patients shall be provided post-operative care equivalent to patients 

undergoing a nephrectomy. 
 
History Note: Authority G.S. 131E-75; 131E-79; 143B-165; 

 Eff. April 1, 2006; 

 Pursuant to G.S. 150B-21.3A, rule is necessary without substantive public interest Eff. July 22, 2017. 

 

Note: Bold emphasis added. 

 

As the administrative code makes clear, it is within an operating room that surgical and anesthesia 

procedures are performed to be licensed as an acute care hospital.  There is no mention of the terms 

“surgical procedure room” or procedure room within this administrative code for licensing of hospitals.  

 

After completing their argument, on page 42, AdventHealth Asheville states,  

 

For information purposes, if a need determination for ORs is established for the 

Buncombe/Graham/ Madison/Yancey county service area, AdventHealth Asheville would 

pursue a certificate of need application to develop ORs at the proposed facility.  If 

approved, a portion of the procedure rooms proposed in this CON would instead be 

developed as licensed operating rooms.  In an alternative scenario, if legislation were to 

be enacted that would allow the development of ORs without regard to CON approval, a 

portion of the procedure rooms proposed in this CON would instead be developed as 

licensed operating rooms.  In either scenario, AdventHealth does not anticipate 
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additional capital expenditure would be required because the procedure rooms will be 

designed and constructed to safely accommodate the surgical needs of patients 

proposed to be served by AdventHealth Asheville. 

 

If AdventHealth Asheville’s argument for supporting the licensure of an acute care hospital with no 

operating room is validated, then it makes no sense for AdventHealth Asheville to say at some time in 

the future AdventHealth Asheville will develop operating rooms.  Under AdventHealth Asheville’s 

reasoning, AdventHealth Asheville would never need to develop a single operating room because they 

could simply develop more “surgical procedure rooms” to accommodate their surgical services. 

 

Implications 

 

If AdventHealth Asheville’s argument for being found in compliance with the requirements of a qualified 

applicant is approved by the Agency, then any future new acute care hospital can be developed without 

the need for operating rooms.  More importantly, if a hospital can be licensed without an operating 

room by utilizing only procedure rooms, then so can an ambulatory surgical facility, excluding 

ambulatory surgical facility that are licensed by utilizing gastrointestinal endoscopy room.  If the Agency 

agrees that surgical services can be performed in a procedure room to establish the licensure of an 

acute care hospital, then it will have to follow suit and agree that an ambulatory surgical facility can be 

licensed without an operating room utilizing only procedure rooms, excluding gastrointestinal 

endoscopy rooms.  This would allow any person to develop an ambulatory surgical facility and bypass 

the Certificate of Need process, if they only develop procedure rooms and can develop the facility for 

less than $4,000,000 and be licensed. 

 

AdventHealth Asheville proposes to be licensed and then operate as an acute care hospital in North 

Carolina without a licensed operating room. 

 

For these stated reasons, in addition to any other reasons the Agency may discern, AdventHealth 

Asheville’s application is non-conforming with Criterion (3) and cannot be approved.   
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(5) Financial and operational projections for the project shall demonstrate the 

availability of funds for capital and operating needs as well as the immediate 

and long-term financial feasibility of the proposal, based upon reasonable 

projections of the costs of and charges for providing health services by the 

person proposing the service. 

 

For the stated reasons in Criteria (3) and (12), in addition to any other reasons the Agency may discern, 

AdventHealth Asheville’s application is non-conforming with Criterion (5) and cannot be approved.   
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(12)  “Applications involving construction shall demonstrate that the cost, design, and 

means of construction proposed represent the most reasonable alternative, and 

that the construction project will not unduly increase the costs of providing 

health services by the person proposing the construction project or the costs 

and charges to the public of providing health services by other persons, and that 

applicable energy saving features have been incorporated into the construction 

plans.” 

 

AdventHealth Asheville is proposing a 67-bed acute care hospital, comprising 226,910 square feet of 

new construction, at 264 Enka Heritage Parkway. 

 

In Section P – Proposed Timeline, AdventHealth proposes to receive its CON on January 2, 2023, and 

then begin construction on March 15, 2023.  This is a mere 2 ½ months or 75 days after receiving its 

CON.  AdventHealth Asheville also proposes to construct the 226,910 square foot facility in 20 months 

from March 15, 2023, through November 15, 2024.  NH Asheville is proposing a construction period of 

30 months. 

 

 

 

 

NovantHealth has recently constructed 3 acute care hospitals, with the pre-construction time period 

lasting up to 12 months and the construction period lasting up to 28 months.  NH Asheville does not 

believe it is reasonable, especially during this period of labor and material shortages, to assume a 2 ½ 

month pre-construction time period or a 20-month construction period. 

 

For these stated reasons, in addition to any other reasons the Agency may discern, AdventHealth 

Asheville’s application is non-conforming with Criterion (12) and cannot be approved.   
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COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS  

 

The Agency has the discretion to choose the comparative factors it believes are most relevant to the 

review.  Neither the number of factors nor the type of factors is dictated by statute or past decisions, as 

each review is unique.  This review is especially unique because of the competitive landscape in this 

market.  This is the first time in decades that anyone other than Mission Hospital has proposed to build a 

new hospital in Buncombe County.   Likewise, it is the first time in decades that a provider not already 

routinely serving Buncombe County residents has proposed hospital services in the service area. Thus, 

like Mission Hospital, AdventHealth Asheville’s application does not provide a new hospital competitor 

for service area residents. 

    

The problems caused by the lack of competition in the service area are real and well documented.   NH 

Asheville respectfully submits that in light of the unique circumstances of this review, the Agency make 

competition the focal point of the comparative analysis.  In fact, the Agency would be within its 

authority to make competition the only comparative factor in this review.  Even if a commonly used 

factor, such as “scope of services” were to favor Mission Hospital, because it is a tertiary hospital and 

NH Asheville is not, crediting Mission Hospital as the more effective alternative is contrary to the letter 

and purpose of the CON Law, due to the lack of competition.   As earlier noted, and as the Stein Letter 

makes clear, this review has the potential to make a real and positive difference for patients, physicians, 

payors, and employees who struggle every day with the problems caused by the Mission Hospital 

monopoly.   Accordingly, NH Asheville respectfully requests that the Agency take the opportunity to 

change the status quo. 
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CONCLUSION 

 

For the reasons stated in these comments in addition to any other reasons the Agency may discern, 

Mission Hospital’s CON application should be denied because Mission Hospital will not decrease costs, 

increase competition, or increase quality of care, AdventHealth Asheville’s CON application should be 

denied because AdventHealth Asheville does not propose to develop operating rooms and, as such 

cannot be a “qualified applicant,” and the NH Asheville CON application should be approved.  

 

As demonstrated in its application and shown in these comments, the NH Asheville CON application 

should be approved for the following reasons:  

 

 The NH Asheville application fully conforms to all applicable review criteria and is comparatively 

superior to the Mission Hospital application. 

 The NH Asheville application offers choice and competition within Buncombe County and the 

broader service area. 

 NH Asheville is a qualified applicant, whereas AdventHealth Asheville is not a qualified applicant. 

 Novant Health is a proven, effective operator of community hospitals in multiple North Carolina 

locations. 

 Like all Novant Health facilities, NH Asheville will have generous and easy-to-understand charity 

care and related policies that ensure care for all. 

 The NH Asheville application combines the expertise of two leading providers, Novant Health 

and Surgery Partners, both of which have extensive experience in North Carolina and in western 

North Carolina (Novant Health via its outpatient imaging affiliate, MedQuest, in Buncombe 

County, and Surgery Partners via Outpatient Surgery Center Asheville). 

 Both Novant Health and Surgery Partners have received numerous accolades for quality care. 

 Both Novant Health and Surgery Partners are employers of choice. 

 NH Asheville will strongly support women’s health by offering obstetrics, a health service that 

Mission Hospital has closed at other hospitals including Transylvania Regional Hospital (2015), 

Blue Ridge Regional Hospital (2017), and Angel Medical Center (2017).  NH Asheville is not able 

to reopen Mission Hospital’s closed obstetric services, but NH Asheville can offer women a 

meaningful choice in health care providers.   

 

























































































































































































































































































































UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

WESTERN DISTRICT OF NORTH CAROLINA 

No.: 1:22-cv-114 

JURY TRIAL DEMANDED 

CLASS ACTION COMPLAINT 

Plaintiff City of Brevard, North Carolina (“Brevard” or “Plaintiff”), individually, and on 

behalf of all others similarly situated, brings this action against Defendants HCA Healthcare, Inc. 

and HCA Management Services, LP (collectively “HCA”), and MH Master Holdings, LLLP, MH 

Hospital Manager, LLC, MH Mission Hospital, LLLP, ANC Healthcare, Inc. f/k/a Mission Health 

System, Inc, and Mission Hospital, Inc. (collectively, “Mission”) (“Mission” and “HCA” together, 

“Defendants”). Plaintiff alleges as follows: 

CITY OF BREVARD, NORTH CAROLINA, 

on its own behalf and on behalf of all others 

similarly situated, 

 Plaintiff, 

 v. 

HCA HEALTHCARE, INC., HCA 

MANAGEMENT SERVICES, LP, HCA, INC., 

MH MASTER HOLDINGS, LLLP, MH 

HOSPITAL MANAGER, LLC, MH MISSION 

HOSPITAL, LLLP, ANC HEALTHCARE, 

INC. f/k/a MISSION HEALTH SYSTEM, 

INC., and MISSION HOSPITAL, INC., 

 Defendants. 
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I. NATURE OF THE ACTION 

1. This a proposed class action for unlawful restraint of trade and monopolization. 

Plaintiff seeks damages and injunctive and equitable relief under Sections 1 and 2 of the Sherman 

Antitrust Act, 15 U.S.C. §§ 1 and 2.  

2. Plaintiff is a North Carolina municipality (Brevard) which operates a self-funded 

health insurance plan for its employees and their families. Plaintiff directly pays one or more 

Defendant(s) for health care for its insureds and has been and continues to be injured thereby 

because Defendants’ prices are artificially inflated due to the ongoing anticompetitive conduct 

alleged herein.  

3. Plaintiff seeks to represent a class of similarly situated North Carolina health 

insurance plans, including self-funded and commercial insurers (“health plans” or the “Class,” 

which is more specifically defined in paragraph 190 below), each of which paid directly to one or 

more Defendant(s) on behalf of their insureds for health care services in the relevant markets 

alleged herein. This action is brought at a time when providing affordable health care insurance 

plans for working families and governmental employees, such as firefighters, police, and teachers, 

and controlling health care costs have been top priorities for Plaintiff and members of the proposed 

Class, the business communities they serve, and state and local governments in western in North 

Carolina. As described in detail in this Complaint, Defendants’ conduct has impeded these 

objectives by impairing competition in the health care markets defined herein and substantially 

and artificially inflating health care prices paid by Plaintiff and proposed Class member health 

plans.  

4. Defendants have injured Plaintiff and members of the Class through an 

anticompetitive scheme (the “Scheme”) involving the illegal maintenance and enhancement of 
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monopoly power in two health care services markets (the “Relevant Services Markets”): (1) the 

market for inpatient general acute care (“GAC”) in hospitals (“GAC Market”), consisting of a 

broad group of medical and surgical diagnostic and treatment services that include overnight 

hospital stays (“GAC Services”); and (2) the market for outpatient care (“Outpatient Market”), 

encompassing all the medical services that are not GAC Services (“Outpatient Services”). 

5. Defendants dominate the Relevant Services Markets in at least two geographic 

areas (the “Relevant Geographic Markets”): (1) the “Asheville Region,” consisting of Buncombe 

and Madison Counties; and (2) the “Outlying Region,” consisting of Macon, McDowell, Mitchell, 

Transylvania, and Yancey Counties, or in the alternative with respect to Outlying Region, (3) each 

of the separate counties in the Outlying Region. Together, the Relevant Services Markets and the 

Relevant Geographic Markets are, collectively, the “Relevant Markets.” 

6. In 1995 Mission Health System merged with St. Joseph’s Hospital, Mission’s only 

significant competitor in the Relevant Geographic Markets. As a result, Mission’s flagship 

Asheville hospital (“Mission Hospital-Asheville”) became the dominant provider of GAC Services 

in the Asheville Region with substantial monopoly power in the GAC Market in that region.  

7. From 1995 until 2016, Mission was immunized from antitrust liability by a state 

statute under which it was issued a Certificate of Public Advantage (“COPA”). The COPA is a 

form of regulation in which a hospital is permitted to operate with monopoly power in exchange 

for subjecting itself to state oversight.  

8. In 2016, after years of lobbying at the behest of Mission executives, the State 

repealed the COPA, leaving in place an unregulated organization with monopoly power. After 
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repeal, Mission and HCA Healthcare, Inc. (the parent company of the subsequent purchaser of 

Mission’s assets) lost any immunity from suit under the Sherman Act.1  

9. In January 2019, Mission sold its assets to MH Master Holdings, LLLP, an HCA 

subsidiary and part of one of the world’s largest for-profit hospital chains. HCA owns over 200 

hospitals across the United States. HCA has been the subject of approximately twenty Federal 

Trade Commission (“FTC”) antitrust proceedings over the past two decades. HCA purchased 

Mission’s assets, in significant part, because Mission had monopoly power in the GAC Market in 

the Asheville Region—monopoly power that HCA knew it could exploit to maintain and enhance 

Mission’s monopoly power in the Relevant Markets.  

10. Today, HCA controls more than 85 percent of the GAC Market, based on patient 

volume,2 in the Asheville Region with a 90% share in Madison County and an 86.6% share in 

Buncombe County. The commercial insurers and self-funded payors (collectively, “health plans”) 

that comprise the proposed Class, at all times relevant to this Complaint, had no choice but to 

include Mission’s hospital system in the GAC Market in their insurance networks. There is no 

practical alternative for these services in this region. 

11. Due to the conduct challenged in this Complaint, HCA also enjoys monopoly power 

in the GAC Market in the Outlying Region, with a 70-plus% market share in each county in the 

Outlying Region: Yancey (90.9% market share); Mitchell (85.4% market share); Transylvania 

(78.7% market share); McDowell (76.4% market share); and Macon (74.7% market share).  

 

1 Hereinafter, unless otherwise indicated, “HCA” refers to the parent company that bought Mission 

and that parent’s subsidiaries, while the term “Defendants” refers to HCA and the remnant 

companies of the former Mission.  

2 These market shares and all others reported in the Complaint are based on patient volume unless 

otherwise indicated.  
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12. One of the reasons HCA found Mission attractive as a business opportunity is that, 

beginning in or about 2017, Mission, under its immediate pre-buyout executive management team, 

had embarked on a continuing, multifaceted coercive Scheme designed to foreclose competition 

from rivals, to maintain or to enhance its monopoly power in the Relevant Markets, and ultimately 

to charge supracompetitive prices—prices above their competitive level—for GAC and Outpatient 

Services. The anticompetitive conduct challenged in this Complaint began before HCA’s 

acquisition of Mission, and HCA supercharged the Scheme after it acquired Mission. The Scheme 

includes, among other anticompetitive features: (1) “all-or-nothing” tying arrangements requiring 

health insurance plans to contract with all of Mission’s (and later HCA’s) GAC and Outpatient 

Services as a bundle, i.e., take everything together or nothing at all; (2) exclusive dealing 

requirements in the form of anti-steering and anti-tiering provisions, which prevent insurance 

companies from steering insureds to less expensive and/or higher quality options as a means to 

promote competition and reduce prices; (3) “gag” clauses that have deliberately impeded price 

transparency, inhibiting employers from knowing the prices they pay for health care and thus 

determine how best to reduce costs; and (4) other anticompetitive conduct relating to the 

negotiation of pricing for GAC Services. HCA continued and reinforced each of the foregoing 

elements of the Scheme after it acquired Mission in January 2019. 

13. Mission, and then HCA after purchasing Mission, have abused their monopoly 

power in GAC Market in the Asheville Region (the “tying market”) to maintain or enhance their 

monopoly power in multiple “tied” markets, including the Outpatient Market in the Asheville 

Region, and the GAC Market and Outpatient Market in the Outlying Region (or, alternatively, in 

the five individual counties that make up that region). The Defendants have accomplished this, in 

part, by tying GAC and Outpatient Services together, in both the Asheville Region and Outlying 
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Region, and giving all health plans no choice but to include all of Defendants’ services together as 

“in network” services.  

14. As explained below, when health services are “out of network” for a health plan, 

they typically will be much more costly to patients than if included “in network.” By tying their 

services and regions together, Defendants coercively rob health plans of the ability to choose which 

service and providers are in or out of network. At the heart of the Scheme is this immutable fact: 

because of Mission’s monopoly power, health plans require in-network access to HCA’s GAC 

Services in the Asheville Region in order to offer any minimally viable health plan in the Relevant 

Geographic Markets. But because HCA ties access to that (tying) product to the other (tied) 

products and regions, HCA can coerce and has coerced health plans to contract for HCA’s tied 

services. This tying prevents health plans from using the presence of actual or potential competing 

services in the tied markets as leverage to negotiate lower prices from HCA. Additionally, this 

coercive tying reinforces HCA’s monopoly power in the tying market because it substantially 

reduces the ability of actual or potential competitors in the tying market to compete against HCA’s 

all-or-nothing bundle. The tying thus enables HCA to discourage the sort of competition that 

lowers prices and improves quality. As a result, the Scheme has enabled HCA to continue to charge 

higher prices and to offer lower quality for its services in both the tying and tied markets as 

compared to a more competitive state of affairs in which HCA did not engage in the 

anticompetitive Scheme.  

15. In addition, and also as part of the Scheme, Mission and HCA have abused their 

monopoly power in GAC Market in the Asheville Region to impose exclusive dealing 

requirements in the form of coercively imposed anti-steering provisions in their contracts with 

health plans for both GAC and Outpatient Services in all Relevant Geographic Markets. These 
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anti-steering provisions prevent health plans from providing information or from encouraging 

patient use of less expensive and higher quality non-Defendant providers of GAC and Outpatient 

Services in the Relevant Geographic Markets. As a result, and together with the other conduct 

challenged in this Complaint, these anti-steering provisions prevent health plans from encouraging 

price competition between Mission/HCA and actual and potential rivals, and also reduce the 

incentive for rivals and potential rivals to use lower prices as a means to gain patients in all of the 

Relevant Markets (including both product and geographic markets).  

16. Mission and HCA have further abused their monopoly power in the GAC Market 

in the Asheville region by imposing exclusive dealing requirements in the form of prohibiting 

tiering. Tiering provisions enable health plans to sort providers into tiers based on their cost and, 

often, quality relative to other similar providers who treat comparable patients. Health plans with 

tiering provisions give preferred rankings to providers with higher quality and lower cost, 

incentivizing members to use providers in the higher tiers. Tiering is an important means by which 

the plans help control their costs and reduce health care prices. Like its use of anti-steering 

provisions, its imposition of anti-tiering provisions forecloses competition and otherwise impedes 

beneficial competitive outcomes.  

17. Defendants also have abused their monopoly power in GAC Market in the 

Asheville Region to impose “gag” clauses that inhibit the ability of employer self-funded health 

plans to know the prices they pay for their employees’ health care and use that information to help 

reduce health care costs.  

18. By preventing health plans that must offer access to HCA’s GAC Services in the 

Asheville Region from contracting with, or steering patients to, HCA’s actual or potential 

competitors in the Relevant Markets, Defendants’ Scheme substantially forecloses competition in 
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all of the Relevant Markets. The abilities to (a) assemble different combinations of in-network 

providers, including a mix of HCA and non-HCA providers, and/or (b) use incentives to steer 

patients to less expensive or higher quality alternatives are essential ways that health plans 

endeavor to promote competition among health care providers and thus control health care costs 

and ultimately prices to health plans. By substantially foreclosing these avenues of promoting 

competition, HCA has maintained and bolstered its monopoly power in the Relevant Markets, 

causing anticompetitive effects including higher health care prices and lower quality health care. 

19. There are no legitimate procompetitive benefits for HCA’s Scheme let alone 

benefits that could offset the competitive harms caused by the Scheme. 

20. HCA itself has recognized the negative effects that unregulated hospital 

monopolies inflict on our nation’s health care system. Indeed, in 2018—while it was negotiating 

its takeover of Mission—HCA complained to the Florida Agency for Health Care Administration 

about a competitor’s “monopolistic dominance,” stating that “patients suffer from lack of access 

to care in their community,” they “have little to no health care provider choice,” and “[t]his type 

of monopolistic environment within the health care market stifles innovation and breeds a culture 

that negatively impacts the cost and quality of care.”  

21. Defendants’ Scheme has had clear and continuing anticompetitive effects. It has 

enabled Defendants to raise prices substantially above competitive levels, to reduce health care 

choices, to reduce quality through dramatically worsened facility conditions and patient service, 

and to reduce patient access to GAC and Outpatient Services in the Relevant Markets. Relatedly, 

HCA has refused to comply with a federal rule implemented by the Department of Health and 

Human Services in January 2021 that was intended to increase transparency in health care pricing.3 

 

3 https://www.cms.gov/hospital-price-transparency/hospitals.  
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Were HCA to comply and reveal to consumers and regulators the true prices that it charges, the 

public would know that HCA’s prices in the Relevant Markets are by far the highest in North 

Carolina. 

22. The Scheme has caused antitrust injury to Plaintiff and the proposed Class of 

similarly situated health plans, each of whom has paid supracompetitive prices for lower quality 

services in the Relevant Markets.  

23. Without this Court’s intervention, the future of health care competition in Western 

North Carolina—traditionally a destination for many, including retirees from across the nation, in 

part because of its prior reputation for high-quality, low-cost health care—is at risk. Plaintiff and 

the proposed Class have been and continue to be injured by the artificially inflated 

supracompetitive prices due to Defendants’ Scheme and Plaintiff brings this action for damages 

and equitable relief to enjoin the continuation of HCA’s unlawful conduct. 

II. THE PARTIES 

A. Plaintiff 

24. Plaintiff City of Brevard (“Brevard”) is a city in Transylvania County, North 

Carolina, with a population of 7,609 as of the 2010 Census. It is the county seat of Transylvania 

County. Brevard is located at the entrance to Pisgah National Forest and has become a noted 

tourism, retirement, and cultural center in western North Carolina. Brevard employs approximately 

100 people and has had during the past five years, and continues to have, a self-funded health plan 

for its employees and their families. Brevard has paid artificially inflated prices directly to one or 

more Defendants for GAC and Outpatient Services in the Asheville and Outlying Region markets 

due to Defendants’ unlawful conduct challenged herein. Brevard has duly authorized this lawsuit 

to be brought in its name under relevant state statutes requiring a resolution of the City Council.   
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B. Defendants 

25. Defendant HCA Healthcare, Inc. is a Delaware corporation with a principal place 

of business in Nashville, Tennessee. Its principal office address is One Park Plaza, Nashville TN 

37203, and its registered agent, The Corporation Trust Company, is located at Corporation Trust 

Center, 1209 Orange Street, Wilmington, Delaware 19801.  

26. Through its subsidiary, MH Master Holdings, LLLP, HCA Healthcare, Inc. 

purchased the assets of Mission in 2019.  

27. HCA Healthcare, Inc. is publicly held and listed with the Securities and Exchange 

Commission (“SEC”). HCA Healthcare, Inc. or its predecessors in interest have been named as 

respondents in prior antitrust proceedings brought by the FTC and/or the U.S. Department of 

Justice (“DOJ”), including with regard to hospital acquisitions and divestments of improper 

mergers.  

28. HCA Healthcare, Inc. is a defendant in a class-action lawsuit filed in the Superior 

Court of North Carolina, Buncombe County, on August 10, 2021, brought by a proposed class of 

insured residents in Western North Carolina, alleging similar conduct to that alleged herein, and 

claiming artificially inflated out-of-pocket costs and health insurance premiums for GAC and 

outpatient services. See Davis, et al. v. HCA Healthcare, Inc., et al., No. 21-CV-03276 (N.C. 

Super. Ct.). The proposed Class of health plans here does not include class members from the 

Davis lawsuit.  
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29. HCA Healthcare, Inc. is the world’s largest for-profit hospital chain. It owns and 

operates over 200 hospitals in 21 states. HCA’s revenues were over $51 billion for 2020.4 Its net 

income was over $3.7 billion in 2020.  

30. Defendant HCA Management Services, LP is a Delaware limited partnership with 

its principal place of business in Nashville, Tennessee. Its principal office address is One Park 

Plaza, Nashville TN 37203, and its North Carolina registered agent, CT Corporation System, is 

located at 160 Mine Lake Court, Suite 200, Raleigh, NC 27601.  

31. HCA Management Services, LP was formed in 1999. It applied for a certificate of 

authority to do business in North Carolina on December 28, 2005 and is currently registered to do 

business in North Carolina. It is listed on the HCA Healthcare website as the entity responsible for 

that website.5 

32. HCA Management Services, LP entered into a confidentiality and nondisclosure 

agreement with ANC Healthcare, Inc. f/k/a Mission Health System, Inc. on or about July 11, 2017. 

At that time, MH Master Holdings, LLLP which was only first organized on August 23, 2018, did 

not yet exist. Pursuant to negotiations conducted under that nondisclosure agreement, various 

Mission and HCA entities entered into an Asset Purchase Agreement (“APA”), dated August 2018, 

and an amended Asset Purchase Agreement (“Amended APA”), dated January 2019, facilitating 

the sale of relevant Mission system assets to HCA.  

33. Defendant HCA, Inc. is a Delaware corporation with its principal place of business 

in Nashville, Tennessee. Its principal office address is One Park Plaza, Nashville TN 37203.  

 

4 By comparison, according to the National Association of State Budget Officers, North Carolina’s 

total expenditures in fiscal year (FY) 2020 were $60.2 billion, including general funds, other state 

funds, bonds, and federal funds. HCA Healthcare is number 62 on the Fortune 500. 

5 https://hcahealthcare.com.  
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34. HCA, Inc. is the plan sponsor of a defined contribution plan established January 1, 

1983, which provides retirement benefits for all eligible employees of HCA, Inc. or its affiliates 

(and their families). It is the sponsor of the HCA 401(k) Plan, with employer identification number 

75-2497104, and a total number of participants of 387,421 as of 2019. On information and belief, 

HCA, Inc. is the plan sponsor of a retirement benefit plan for numerous employees associated with 

the North Carolina Division of HCA Healthcare, Inc. HCA, Inc. has been a respondent or 

defendant in prior proceedings challenging various aspects of HCA’s business practices.6  

35. Defendant MH Master Holdings, LLLP applied for a certificate of authority to do 

business in North Carolina on August 23, 2018. It filed its most recent annual report with the North 

Carolina Secretary of State, Department of Corporations, on or about April 6, 2021, describing 

itself as being engaged in the “healthcare related business.”  

36. MH Master Holdings, LLLP’s general partner is MH Hospital Manager LLC. MH 

Master Holdings, LLLP is a 99% limited partner in MH Mission Hospital, LLLP. Under the 

Amended APA, MH Master Holdings, LLLP is authorized to do business under brand names 

including “Mission Health,” “Mission Health System,” and the “HCA” brand.  

37. The “corporate bio” used at the end of many HCA NC press releases, opens, under 

the header “ABOUT MISSION HEALTH,” by stating that “Mission Health [is] an operating 

division of HCA Healthcare [and] is based in Asheville, North Carolina….”  

38. Defendant MH Master Holdings, LLLP identifies itself as and holds itself out as 

being a part of the North Carolina Division of HCA Healthcare, Inc. See, e.g., job postings on 

 

6 See, e.g., U.S. DOJ press release, dated June 26, 2003. 

(https://www.justice.gov/archive/opa/pr/2003/June/03_civ_386.htm). 
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websites like “Health Careers,” listing open positions at “HCA Healthcare—North Carolina 

Division.”  

39. HCA states in public website content that its “North Carolina Division,” also known 

as, “Mission Health,” is “based in Asheville, North Carolina.”  

40. Per HCA press releases, since February 2019, Greg Lowe has been “president of 

the newly created Asheville-based North Carolina Division, which comprises the recently 

purchased Mission Health system of six hospitals in western North Carolina.” Upon information 

and belief, Mr. Lowe resides in North Carolina. 

41. Defendant MH Hospital Manager, LLC is a Delaware limited liability company 

with a principal place of business in Tennessee or North Carolina. Its registered agent, c/o CT 

Corporation System, is located at 160 Mine Lake Court, Suite 200, Raleigh NC 27615, or, at its 

office at 509 Biltmore Avenue, Asheville, NC 28801, or c/o HCA Healthcare, One Park Plaza, 

Nashville, TN 37203.  

42. Defendant MH Hospital Manager, LLC applied for a certificate of authority to do 

business in North Carolina on August 22, 2018. Its annual report dated April 6, 2021, describes 

the nature of its business as “healthcare related business.”  

43. Defendant MH Hospital Manager uses the assumed business name, “North 

Carolina Division,” pursuant to an assumed name certificate dated April 22, 2019, filed with the 

Buncombe County Register of Deeds. It described the counties where the assumed business name 

will be used to engage in business as “All 100 North Carolina counties.” 

44. Defendant MH Mission Hospital, LLLP is a Delaware limited liability limited 

partnership, with a principal place of business in North Carolina. Its registered agent’s office 
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address, c/o CT Corporation System, is 160 Mine Lake Court, Suite 200, Raleigh, NC 27615, and 

its principal office is located at 509 Biltmore Avenue, Asheville, NC 28801. 

45. Effective July 2019, Chad Patrick became the Chief Executive Officer of what 

HCA describes as “HCA Healthcare’s North Carolina Division’s flagship 763-bed Mission 

Hospital” and has resided in Asheville since Summer 2019. On information and belief, the HCA 

corporate entity employing Mr. Patrick is MH Mission Hospital, LLLP. 

46. Defendant ANC Healthcare, Inc. f/k/a Mission Health System, Inc. is a North 

Carolina nonprofit corporation which had its principal place of business in Asheville, North 

Carolina through 2019. It remains an active corporation incorporated under North Carolina law. 

In or about February 2019, its principal office was moved to Florida. Its registered agent, 

Corporation Service Company, is located at 2626 Glenwood Avenue, Suite 550, Raleigh, NC 

27608. Its current office address is 425 West New England Avenue, Suite 300, Winter Park, FL 

32789.  

47. ANC Healthcare, Inc. f/k/a Mission Health System, Inc. was incorporated in 1981 

as a North Carolina nonprofit corporation. As of the date of the filing of this lawsuit, it remains a 

nonprofit corporation incorporated under North Carolina law. See Articles of Restatement for 

Nonprofit Corporation filed February 1, 2019. The corporation is not defunct, nor has it been 

dissolved and in its most recent Articles of Restatement it describes its duration as “unlimited.” 

48. As of 2015, ANC Healthcare, Inc. described itself as an “integrated healthcare 

system,” which provided “medical care, hospital care” and “the delivery of health care services to 

persons resident in Western North Carolina and surrounding areas.” 
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49. During the period commencing in or about 2010 and continuing through and 

including January 2019, Ronald Paulus (“Paulus”) was the President and Chief Executive Officer 

of ANC Healthcare, Inc. f/k/a Mission Health System, Inc.  

50. Defendant Mission Hospital, Inc. is a North Carolina nonprofit corporation, which 

had its principal place of business in Asheville, North Carolina for many years through 2019. It 

remains an active nonprofit corporation incorporated under North Carolina law. In or about 

February 2019, its principal office was moved to Florida. Its registered agent, Corporation Service 

Company, is located at 2626 Glenwood Avenue, Suite 550, Raleigh, NC 27608. Its current office 

address is 425 West New England Avenue, Suite 300, Winter Park, FL 32789.  

51. Defendant Mission Hospital, Inc. was incorporated in 1951 as a North Carolina 

nonprofit corporation. As of the date of the filing of this lawsuit, it remains a nonprofit corporation 

incorporated under North Carolina law. See Articles of Restatement for Nonprofit Corporation 

filed February 1, 2019. The corporation is not defunct, nor has it been dissolved and in its most 

recent Articles of Restatement it describes its duration as “unlimited.” 

52. Defendants ANC Healthcare, Inc. f/k/a Mission Health System, Inc. and Mission 

Hospital, Inc. are each identified as sellers under the Amended APA. See Amended APA, p. 1. 

Under the Amended APA’s terms, ANC Healthcare, Inc. f/k/a Mission Health System, Inc. and 

Mission Hospital, Inc. remain liable for pre-asset sale ownership or operations of the hospital 

business. See Amended APA, § 2.4 (in which the HCA entities who function as the buyers under 

the Amended APA purported to exclude from their liability “any Liabilities related to the 

ownership or operation of the Business or the Purchased Assets prior to the Effective Time”). 

53. Under the Amended APA, the sellers represented and warranted that they “have 

operated, and are operating, the Business… and their properties in compliance in all material 
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respects with all applicable Laws,” up through the sale date. Amended APA, § 4.11(a)(i). 

However, they did not comply with numerous such laws, as alleged herein.  

III. JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

54. This Court has jurisdiction over this action under Sections 1 and 2 of the Sherman 

Act, 15 U.S.C. §§ 1 & 2; Sections 4 and 16 of the Clayton Act, 15 U.S.C. §§ 15c & 26; and under 

28 U.S.C. §§ 1331 and 1337. 

55. This Court has personal jurisdiction over Defendants because they are domiciled 

and/or registered to transact business in North Carolina, and they have transacted business in North 

Carolina relevant to this antitrust action.   

56. Venue is proper in this District under Section 12 of the Clayton Act, 15 U.S.C. § 

22, and 28 U.S.C. § 1391. Defendants conduct substantial business in this district and their conduct 

both gives rise to Plaintiff’s claims occurring in this district and also affected interstate commerce. 

IV. RELEVANT HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 

A. Mission Acquired Monopoly Power Under the COPA 

 

57. Mission Hospital was originally formed over a century ago as a local Asheville 

charitable institution. When founded in the 1880s, the Dogwood Mission, also known as the 

Flower Mission, provided charity care to Asheville’s sick and poor. 

58. After World War II, Mission Hospital joined with other Buncombe County 

hospitals to become a major medical center in western North Carolina. In 1951, Mission Hospital 

was incorporated as a nonprofit. Although it was a nonprofit, it was not under the patronage or the 

control of the State of North Carolina, nor was it a local health authority. 

59. As of the early 1990s, the only two private acute care hospitals in Asheville were 

Mission Hospital-Asheville and St. Joseph’s Hospital. Mission had 381 beds. St. Joseph’s Hospital 
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had 285 beds. The two hospitals sought to partner and lobbied the General Assembly to enact an 

initial version of the COPA law to facilitate a partnership in 1993.7  

60. The two hospitals claimed that their plans did not call for a merger and that each 

hospital would maintain its distinct corporate identity, governance structure, and assets. 

Nonetheless, in 1994 the FTC opened a merger investigation out of a concern that the combination 

of St. Joseph’s and Mission would result in a single large hospital dominating upwards of 80% or 

90% of the market for GAC Services in Asheville. 

61. In response, the hospitals lobbied the North Carolina General Assembly to amend 

the COPA to further immunize them from antitrust scrutiny.8 The General Assembly did so in 

December 1995, and Mission and St. Joseph’s then entered into their proposed partnership.  

62. Subsequently, in 1998, Mission sought to buy St. Joseph’s outright, acquire all of 

its assets, and combine operations under one license as Mission Health System. The COPA was 

amended in October 1998 to facilitate the merger. 

63. The purpose of the COPA statute, as amended in 1998, was to strike a deal: in 

exchange for the State to allow the combination of Mission and St. Joseph’s, which would be 

exempt from antitrust laws, Mission would accept price regulation designed to prevent it from 

charging monopoly prices or otherwise abusing its market power by agreeing to  “limit health care 

costs” and “control prices of health care services.”9  

 

7 Hospital Cooperation Act of 1993, Session Law 1993-529. 

8 See N.C.G.S. §§ 131E-192.1 through 131E-192.13 (repealed). 

9 See former N.C.G.S. §§ 90-21.24, 90-21.28 (enacted by Physician Cooperation Act of 1995, SL 

1995-395 (1995)); recodified at N.C.G.S. §§ 131E-192.1 through 131E-192.13 (repealed by 

Session Laws 2015-288, s. 4, as amended by Session Laws 2016-94, s. 12G.4(a), effective Sept. 

30, 2016). 
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64. The 1998 amended COPA law acknowledged that conduct that might be lawful 

under the COPA would be unlawful without it, noting that “federal and State antitrust laws may 

prohibit or discourage” the “cooperative arrangements” that the COPA allowed.10 

65. When the COPA was amended in 1998 to allow the Mission-St. Joseph’s merger, 

the State accepted the hospitals’ representations that the merger “will not likely have an adverse 

effect on costs or prices of health care.”11  

66. The 1998 amended COPA documented the dominant market share of the merged 

Mission institution: “The two Hospitals dominate the market share in two counties. 91% of 

Madison County admissions and 87% of Buncombe County admissions are either Memorial 

Mission or St. Joseph’s Hospital. Memorial Mission and St. Joseph’s are located in Buncombe 

County. Madison County, which has no hospital, is closer to the two Asheville hospitals than to 

any other acute care hospital.”12 

67. A second amended COPA dated June 2005 stated: “Mission Health dominates the 

market share in two counties. 93.8% of Madison County admissions and 90.6% of Buncombe 

County admissions are at Mission Hospitals’ facilities, which are located in Buncombe County. 

Madison County, which has no hospital, is closer to Mission Hospitals in Asheville than to any 

other acute care hospital.” 

68. A 2011 report by economist Greg Vistnes (“Vistnes Report”) commissioned to 

study the efficacy of the COPA confirmed that a potential for regulatory evasion existed and that 

the COPA created an incentive for Mission to acquire facilities outside of Asheville because, while 

 

10 See former N.C.G.S. §§ 90-21.24(5). 

11 1998 COPA, p. 13; see also id., p. 14 (reciting that merger will “not likely have an adverse 

impact on … price of health care services”).  

12 Id., pp. 7-8. 
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the COPA limited Mission’s ability to raise prices and margins, the price increase cap was tied 

only to Mission Hospital-Asheville. This limitation meant that if Mission increased prices by 

acquiring facilities outside Asheville, then it could raise prices in theory, and did in practice, 

without technically violating the COPA’s margin cap. Evidence presented at an FTC workshop in 

2019 indicated that, in fact, Mission appeared to have evaded the restrictions of the COPA on price 

increases in precisely this way. 

69. As of 2016, Mission continued to have a 93% share of the GAC Market in the 

Asheville Region. This dominant market share, which reflects Mission’s acquisition of five smaller 

hospitals in these countries between 1995 and 2016, conferred upon Mission monopoly power. 

HCA has itself conceded in public statements about another health care system in Florida that an 

85% share is sufficient to confer monopoly power.  

70. In late 2015, the North Carolina General Assembly repealed COPA, effective 

January 1, 2018. After this date, the North Carolina government no longer exercised any direct 

regulatory authority over the prices that Mission could charge, even though Mission’s monopoly 

power continued unabated. 

B. HCA’s Purchase of Mission’s Assets 

71. In or around 2017, knowing that the COPA was soon to expire, Mission’s 

executives entered into private, non-public negotiations to sell its assets to HCA, the nation’s 

largest hospital chain, via an HCA subsidiary as was subsequently documented in the APA.13 The 

negotiation process was conducted without any public notice or input, despite HCA’s and 

Mission’s purported commitment to transparency and Mission’s status as a charitable nonprofit 

 

13 https://www.searchwnc.org/asset-purchase-agreement.  
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with a fiduciary duty to the citizens of Western North Carolina. Non-executive doctors and staff 

were excluded from the negotiation process and the decision to sell to HCA. 

72. On March 21, 2018, Mission and HCA announced that HCA would be acquiring 

the assets of Mission. HCA pursued the Mission asset purchase primarily because of Mission’s 

monopoly power in the GAC Market in the Asheville Region and the other Relevant Markets.  

73. On August 30, 2018, Mission and HCA executed an APA, which was amended in 

January 2019. The purchase price was approximately $1.5 billion. Mission’s annual revenue at 

that time was estimated to be approximately $1.75 billion. 

74. Under terms of the asset transfer completed in January 2019, HCA and Mission 

formed the new North Carolina Division of HCA Healthcare. 

V. HOSPITAL/INSURANCE MARKETS  

A. Hospital/Insurer Negotiations in a Competitive Market 

75. Markets for hospital services are different from other product/services markets 

because the persons consuming the hospital services (the patients) do not typically negotiate—and 

in many cases, do not even know beforehand (or sometimes ever)—the costs of the services they 

are consuming. Instead, health plans—consisting of commercial payors (such as Blue Cross and 

Aetna) and self-funded payors whose claims are administered by insurers or third-party 

administrators (or “TPAs”)—purchase medical services for the benefit of their members.  

76. Health insurance plans negotiate with hospitals for bundles of services that they 

will offer to members as “in-network” benefits. If a health plan and heath care provider (like a 

hospital system) reach a deal for a bundle of services (for instance, all acute inpatient hospital 

services), the hospital will be considered in-network for every service in that bundle. This means 

that for any service in that bundle, if a health plan’s member receives that service from the hospital, 
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the health plan will pay the hospital the “allowed amount” the two parties negotiated for that 

service (with insureds responsible for any deductibles and co-payments under the health plans).  

77. In competitive health care markets, when health insurance plans negotiate for a 

bundle of services, the health insurance plans may choose to include as in-network only some 

services (or facilities) and to exclude others from the bundle. For example, the health insurance 

plan may choose to have one hospital be in-network for all GAC Services but choose not to include 

that hospital in-network for Outpatient Services because the plan could purchase higher quality or 

less expensive Outpatient Services from other providers. Similarly, in a competitive market, a 

health insurance plan might decline to purchase any services from a hospital if that hospital’s prices 

or quality of care are not competitive with other nearby providers. This ability to choose among 

different providers of services for a single health plan helps to control health care costs because it 

compels health care providers to compete with each other to be included in health plans.  

78. For a health insurance plan to be a viable product that consumers wish to purchase 

for themselves, or that employers wish to purchase or self-fund for their employees, the plan must 

include a comprehensive bundle of services that members can access in their geographic region. 

A health insurance plan will not be commercially viable or acceptable if it does not offer in-

network services or facilities that individuals commonly desire or that individuals may need to 

access in the case of unforeseen health problems. 

79. In competitive markets, hospitals compete to be selected for inclusion in health 

plans. Likewise, health insurance plans compete to be selected by employers to offer to their 

workers or compete to be selected by individuals. Because of the unique way that health care 

services are purchased and consumed, this competition is essential for there to be services of 

acceptable quality at competitive prices and to control health care costs and prices. By short-
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circuiting this competition, the Scheme enabled HCA to exploit its monopoly power to bolster and 

to maintain that power and ultimately to charge supracompetitive prices for lower quality care. 

B. Hospital/Insurer Negotiations in the Absence of Competition 

80. The unique features of health care markets, as just described, provide an 

opportunity for health care providers with significant market power to restrain trade and bolster 

monopoly power illegally through unduly restrictive agreements with health plans that foreclose 

competition and thereby extract supracompetitive prices for health care services. As alleged above, 

supracompetitive prices are rates that are higher than what would be found in the context of normal 

competition. Normal competition can occur only where dominant hospitals do not unlawfully 

restrain trade and/or abuse monopoly power.  

81. When a health insurer or self-funded plan seeks to offer a plan in a geographic 

region where a significant area is serviced by a single hospital that provides essential health care 

services, that hospital is essential for health plans to include in their networks, and is, in effect a 

“must have” hospital for that health plan. Individuals and employers seeking insurance will not 

choose any health plan that does not include necessary services provided by that hospital. 

82. If a “must have” hospital decides to engage in anticompetitive behavior, it can cause 

significant financial harm to health plans, and to employers offering such plans. If the “must have” 

hospital is part of a system that has other facilities that do face at least some fringe competition or 

potential competition, the hospital system can leverage its monopoly power to refuse to offer 

medical services at the “must have” facility unless health plans also agree, inter alia, to (a) 

purchase medical services from the system’s other facilities at artificially high prices dictated by 

the hospital system, and (b) impose restrictive terms that prevent health plans from steering 

patients to less expensive and/or higher quality alternative providers.  
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83. “Must have” hospitals, by definition, therefore, leave health plans with no other 

effective choices and can and sometimes do use that status to perpetuate their dominance and the 

dominance of the other facilities in their systems. In this way, “must have” hospitals coerce health 

plans to accept terms the health plans otherwise would not agree to in a competitive environment, 

eliminating or impairing the ability of health plans to spur price competition between providers.  

84. The foregoing factors and others have led to a consensus in the field of health care 

economics that monopolization of hospital markets significantly increases prices for hospital 

services paid by health plans, employers, and individuals, in the form of, inter alia, artificially 

inflated direct payments to hospitals from insurers and self-funded payors. The economic literature 

also demonstrates that there are no concomitant improvements in quality from such 

monopolization. To the contrary, medical providers with monopoly power exercise that power not 

only by charging higher prices, but by cutting corners, including by reducing locations where they 

operate, reducing staffing, and otherwise by allowing the quality of their services to deteriorate. 

HCA itself stated in a regulatory filing in Florida that “there is documented empirical evidence of 

the negative aspects of lack of competition in a health care market on charges, costs, and quality 

of care” and “economic studies consistently demonstrate that a reduction in hospital competition 

leads to higher prices for hospital care.”14 

85. Hospitals with monopoly power also use that power to erect artificial barriers to 

competing health care providers, as Defendants have done here in both the GAC and Outpatient 

Relevant Markets. They can, as Defendants have done here, compel health plans to accept: (a) “all 

or nothing” tying arrangements that require health plans to contract with all of the facilities and 

 

14 HCA (Medical Center of Southwest Florida LLC) Certificate of Need Application #10523, 

Florida Agency for Health Care Administration, April 11, 2018. (“HCA Certificate of Need 

Application”).  
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services offered by the organization owning “must have” hospitals with substantial market power; 

(b) exclusive dealing arrangements in the form of anti-steering and anti-tiering provisions that 

prevent or discourage health plans from informing and/or incentivizing their members to use other 

less expensive and/or higher quality providers of health care; and (c) “gag” clauses that prevent 

patients, other providers, other health plans, and existing or potential entrants, from knowing the 

prices that monopoly providers charge. Gag clauses effectively eliminate information about prices, 

which are the lifeblood of competitive markets, and thus inhibit the ability of purchasers of health 

care services to control health care costs.  

86. Taken together, the foregoing exclusionary contractual provisions imposed on 

health plans by hospital systems with monopoly power, like Defendants have utilized here, can 

and do foreclose competition, entrench that provider’s monopoly power in its own “tying market” 

and in other “tied markets,” and cause substantial anticompetitive effects across markets, including 

here, the Relevant Markets. 

VI. THE RELEVANT MARKETS  

87. Monopoly power may be proven by using direct evidence of the ability to (a) coerce 

buyers to accept unwanted contractual terms, or (b) charge supracompetitive prices, reduce quality, 

or reduced output. Monopoly power may, alternatively, be proven by demonstrating substantial 

market shares in a relevant or geographic market. Defendants have the ability to impose 

anticompetitive contract terms in its agreements with health plans covering a substantial share of 

those using health care services in the Relevant Geographic Markets, and thereby to (i) foreclose 

competition from actual and potential health care provider rivals, (ii) persistently charge 

supracompetitive prices, (iii) reduce output, and (iv) reduce quality of their services. The foregoing 

effects constitute direct evidence of Defendants’ monopoly power over the health care services in 
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question and in the regions at issue. Accordingly, there is no explicit requirement to analyze or 

allege market or monopoly power indirectly, by assessing shares of, or competitive effects in, 

specifically defined relevant service or geographic markets.  

88. Nonetheless, and in the alternative, the Relevant Markets at issue in this case are 

defined in detail below. For each, the service market includes only the purchase of medical services 

by private health plans, namely commercial insurance plans and employer self-funded payors. The 

service markets do not include sales of such services to government payers, including Medicare 

(and Medicare Advantage), Medicaid, and TRICARE (covering military families), because health 

care providers’ negotiations with commercial insurers and employer self-funded plans are separate 

from the process used to determine the rates paid by government payers. 

A. The Relevant Product/Service Markets 

89. As discussed above, there are two product or service markets that are relevant in 

this action. First, the GAC Market includes GAC Services, which consist of a broad group of 

medical, surgical, anesthesia, diagnostic, nursing, laboratory, radiology, dietary, and other 

treatment services provided in a hospital setting to patients requiring one or more overnight stays. 

Because GAC Services are not substitutes from a patient’s perspective for each other (e.g., 

orthopedic surgery is not a substitute for gastroenterology), health insurance plans typically 

contract for various individual inpatient GAC Services as a package in a single negotiation with a 

hospital system and/or set of providers. That is precisely how Defendant HCA negotiates (and how 

Mission before it negotiated) with health plans with respect to GAC Services at Mission Hospital-

Asheville. Non-hospital facilities, such as outpatient facilities, specialty facilities (such nursing 

homes), and facilities that provide long-term psychiatric care, substance abuse treatment, and 

rehabilitation services are not viable substitutes for acute inpatient hospital services. 
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90. The second product or service market is the Outpatient Market, which encompasses 

a broad group of medical, diagnostic, and treatment services that are not inpatient medical services 

(i.e., health care services that do not require an overnight stay). Although individual Outpatient 

Services are not substitutes for each other (e.g., a CT scan is not a substitute for an annual physical), 

health plans typically contract for various individual outpatient medical services as a package in a 

single negotiation with a hospital system and/or set of providers, and that is how Defendant HCA 

negotiates (and how Mission before it negotiated) with health insurance plans with respect to 

Outpatient Services at Mission Hospital-Asheville. 

91. The Outpatient Market is a separate market from the GAC Market because the two 

types of services are not interchangeable and can be sold separately. Health insurance plans can, 

and often do, purchase Outpatient Services from different providers (i.e., non-hospital providers), 

unlike the purchase of GAC Services, which can only be purchased from hospitals. The existence 

of non-hospital competitors, in a competitive market absent any anticompetitive behavior, reduces 

the price health insurance plans pay a hospital for Outpatient Services, but those non-hospital 

outpatient competitors would not affect the price a hospital could charge for GAC Services. The 

GAC Market and Outpatient Markets are therefore distinct. 

92. The distinction between the two types of health care services—GAC and 

Outpatient—is also widely recognized in the academic and government regulatory literature on 

health care.  

93. Both relevant service markets at issue satisfy the conditions for market definition 

used by the federal antitrust enforcement agencies under what is widely known as the “SSNIP 

test.” Each of these service markets constitutes a distinct group of services in which a hypothetical 
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monopolist provider would profitably impose at least a small but significant non-transitory 

increase in price above competitive levels (i.e., at least 5%).  

94. Defendant HCA provides GAC Services and Outpatient Services in each of the 

Relevant Geographic Markets alleged below.  

B. The Relevant Geographic Markets 

95. There are at least two geographic markets that are relevant to this action. These 

market definitions reflect the fact that plan members, and thus plans, typically choose GAC 

hospital and Outpatient care within reasonable proximity to members’ homes or workplaces. Each 

geographic market definition below meets the SSNIP test: each market is an area in which a 

hypothetical monopoly provider of GAC Services and/or Outpatient Services in each of the 

Relevant Geographic Markets would profitably raise its prices above competitive levels by at least 

a small but significant non-transitory amount (i.e., at least 5%). 

1. Asheville Region.  

96. Buncombe and Madison Counties (together the “Asheville Region”) are one 

relevant geographic market. HCA participates in the Asheville Region Geographic Market 

predominately through its flagship facility, Mission Hospital-Asheville. 

97. The predecessor entity whose assets HCA purchased, Mission, defined its service 

area as consisting of Buncombe and Madison Counties, or the Asheville Region.15  

 

15 E.g., Mission Hospital Implementation Strategy, 2013-15, p. 1 (“Our community, defined for 

the purposes of community health needs assessment and this related implementation strategy, is 

comprised of Buncombe and Madison Counties.”), https://missionhealth.org/wp-

content/uploads/2018/04/2013-Mission-Hospital-Implementation-Strategy.pdf. See also IRS 

Form 990 for period ending September 2019, Schedule H, supplemental information (“Mission 

Hospital primarily serves Buncombe and Madison Counties”). 
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98. The 2020 Census reported the population of Buncombe County was 269,452 and 

the population of Madison County was 21,193. 

99. The 2010 Census reported the population of Buncombe County was 238,318 and 

the population of Madison County was 20,764. 

100. Given the broad scope of GAC Services offered in the Asheville Region and the 

extensive travel times required to obtain them elsewhere, there are no reasonable substitutes or 

alternatives to GAC Services in the Asheville Region for health plans and their members, who are 

persons living or working in that area. Consequently, competition from providers of GAC Services 

located outside the Asheville Region would not likely be sufficient to prevent a hypothetical 

monopolist provider of GAC Services in the Asheville Region from profitably imposing at least a 

small but significant price increases above competitive levels for those services over a sustained 

period of time. 

101. There are no reasonable substitutes or alternatives to Outpatient Services in the 

Asheville Region from Outpatient Services outside the Asheville Region for health plans and their 

members. People who live and work in the Asheville Region strongly prefer to obtain Outpatient 

Services in that area (indeed, it is often medically inappropriate to require them to travel farther). 

Consequently, competition from providers of Outpatient Services located outside the Asheville 

Region would not likely be sufficient to prevent a hypothetical monopolist provider of Outpatient 

Services located in the Asheville area from profitably imposing at least a small but significant 

price increases above competitive levels for those services over a sustained period of time. 

2. Outlying Region. 

102. A second relevant geographic market consists of the area encompassed by the 

following counties in or near where Defendant HCA’s hospitals operate: Macon, McDowell, 
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Mitchell, Transylvania, and Yancey Counties (collectively, the “Outlying Region”). In the 

alternative, each of these counties in the Outlying Region constitutes its own separate Relevant 

Geographic Market.  

103. HCA has hospital facilities (the “Outlying Facilities”) serving each the above-

described geographic areas: Transylvania Regional Hospital, Transylvania County; Angel Medical 

Center, Macon County; Highlands-Cashiers Hospital, Macon County; Mission Hospital 

McDowell, McDowell County; and Blue Ridge Regional Hospital, Mitchell County.  

104. HCA faces a fringe of some actual or potential competition for GAC Services and 

Outpatient Services in the Outlying Region from other hospitals and non-hospital providers. Thus, 

due to the somewhat heightened level of competition (as compared to Mission Hospital-Asheville), 

in the absence of Defendants’ anticompetitive conduct, health plans seeking to build a viable 

insurance network would not be required to include all Outlying Facilities in-network in order to 

be viable.  

105. The Outlying Region constitutes a separate geographic market from the Asheville 

Region because GAC and Outpatient Services in the Outlying Region are not interchangeable with, 

and can be sold separately from, the GAC and Outpatient Services provided in the Asheville 

Region. These Relevant Geographic Markets involve different facilities, operating primarily in 

different geographic regions, and different types of service are offered in each. For instance, in the 

Asheville Region, Defendants offer acute trauma care, whereas this service is not offered by any 

of the facilities in the Outlying Region. Moreover, some of Defendants’ facilities in the Outlying 

Region face some competition from other providers, which is more competition than Defendants’ 

facility at Mission Hospital-Asheville faces, particularly for GAC Services.  
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106. In general, in competitive health care markets, health plans can and often do 

purchase Outpatient Services from different providers (i.e., non-hospital providers), which 

distinguishes Outpatient Services from GAC Services, which can only be purchased from 

hospitals. The actual and potential competition that the facilities in the Outlying Region face (and 

would face) both from other hospitals and non-hospital facilities, in a competitive market absent 

any anticompetitive behavior, would reduce the prices health plans would pay the facilities in the 

Outlying Region for GAC and Outpatient Services.  

107. In the alternative, each of the individual counties that make up the Outlying Region 

are separate geographic markets. In the alternative, the hospital facilities in each of these counties 

are sufficiently far apart from the hospital facilities in the other counties that no more than an 

insignificant number of patients would use the GAC and Outpatient Services outside the county in 

which they live or work. 

VII. DEFENDANTS’ MONOPOLY POWER 

108. Due to the Scheme, Defendants have maintained, acquired, and/or bolstered 

monopoly power in all Relevant Services and Geographic Markets. 

109. HCA has a market share of approximately 80% to 90% in the GAC Market in the 

Asheville Region, primarily due to the dominance of Mission Hospital-Asheville. HCA acquired 

this market dominance when it bought the assets of Mission and maintains that dominance through 

the Scheme. This market dominance was reflected in the market shares of the Mission Hospital-

Asheville in the top three zip codes, by population, in the Asheville Region for the calendar year 
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ending December 31, 2019: 88.9% for zip code of residence 28806; 86.5% for zip code of 

residence 28803; and 87% for zip code of residence 28715.16  

110. Defendants’ market share in the GAC Market in the Asheville Region is significant 

enough to stifle competition and restrict freedom of commerce, and, at all times relevant to this 

Complaint, and due to the Scheme alleged herein that has helped Defendants maintain that 

monopoly power, Defendants have had the ability to inflate prices above competitive levels in this 

market. 

111. Mission also had high shares of patients in the GAC Market in the Asheville 

Region, as well as in the other counties in the Outlying Region (i.e., Macon, McDowell, Mitchell, 

Transylvania, and Yancey Counties): 

• Yancey: 90.9% 

• Madison: 90% 

• Buncombe: 86.6% 

• Mitchell: 85.4% 

• Transylvania: 78.7% 

• McDowell: 76.4% 

• Macon: 74.7% 

 

112. Given the high entry barriers facing new hospitals, and also Defendants’ Scheme 

alleged herein, upon information and belief, these market shares have not been materially reduced, 

and have likely increased, since HCA bought Mission.  

113.  Although the market share data are not publicly available for Outpatient Services 

in all Relevant Geographic Markets, Defendants have the ability to charge supracompetitive prices, 

reduce output, and decrease the quality of service—indeed, while maintaining very high market 

shares—which they could not do unless they had monopoly power. 

 

16 See American Hospital Directory, available at 

https://www.ahd.com/free_profile/340002/Mission_Hospital_-

_Memorial_Campus/Asheville/North_Carolina/. 
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114. For example, since HCA’s acquisition of the Mission system, HCA has cut 

Outpatient Services in the Outlying Region, compelling patients to travel to HCA’s Asheville 

facilities to obtain care. Outpatient clinics for primary, geriatric, and cancer care in the Outlying 

Region has been especially targeted for cuts. More specifics regarding HCA’s reduction in quality 

are further alleged below.  

115. Likewise, as shown in more detail below, HCA’s ability, like Mission’s before it, 

to maintain prices for key medical services at levels and growth rates substantially above the 

statewide average for those procedures demonstrates HCA’s monopoly power in all Relevant 

Markets.  

VIII. DEFENDANTS’ UNLAWFUL CONDUCT 

A. HCA’s Unlawful Scheme 

116. Defendants engaged in a multifaceted Scheme to gain, maintain, and bolster 

monopoly power in the Relevant Markets, substantially foreclose competition, and thereby impose 

supracompetitive prices on Plaintiff and members of the proposed Class. Defendants use the 

Scheme to generate these anticompetitive effects by leveraging the monopoly power that HCA has 

in GAC Services in the Asheville Region to force health plans to accept terms that reduce payors’ 

ability to promote competition by, inter alia, steering patients to lower priced, higher quality 

options.   

117. Defendants’ Scheme involves a web of contracts that Defendants have imposed on 

insurers, which include, but are not limited to: (1) “all-or-nothing” offers that tie Defendants’ must-

have GAC Services in the Asheville Region to accepting GAC Services in the Outlying Region as 

a whole (or, in the alternative, in each of the five county markets in the Outlying Region), as well 

as to Outpatient Services in all Relevant Geographic Markets; (2) exclusive dealing arrangements 
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in the form of anti-steering and anti-tiering contractual provisions that prevent or discourage 

patients from dealing with Defendants’ rivals and potential rivals; and (3) “gag” clauses that 

prevent price transparency. 

118. Individually and in combination, the elements of the Scheme are designed to 

suppress competition and transparency in the Relevant Markets, foreclose competition, and 

thereby to increase the prices Defendants charge for health care to Plaintiff and the proposed Class 

above competitive levels.  

119. Anticompetitive contractual provisions and negotiating tactics are particularly 

problematic when a provider controls “must have” services, as HCA does with GAC Services 

through Mission Hospital-Asheville. It is not practically possible to assemble a commercially 

viable insurance plan covering both GAC and Outpatient Services that excludes Mission Hospital-

Asheville. In a market with a “must have” hospital, even the limited use of these contractual 

provisions or negotiating tactics causes much greater competitive harm than the use of such 

practices and provisions in a competitive market.   

120. Certain of the anticompetitive contractual provisions and negotiating tactics at issue 

here have been the subject of judicial scrutiny in the Western District of North Carolina in United 

States of America, et al. v. The Charlotte-Mecklenburg Hospital Authority d/b/a Carolinas Health 

Care System, No. 3:16-cv-00311-RJC-DCK, 2019 WL 2767005, 2019-1 Trade Cases P 80,752 

(W.D.N.C. April 24, 2019), where the defendant health care system ultimately entered into a 

consent decree, approved by the Court, not to enforce anti-steering provisions in its contracts with 

health plans.    

121. HCA has a pattern and practice of using similar negotiating tactics and including 

similar unlawfully restrictive provisions in contracts with health plans to those alleged here in 
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other parts of the United States, including but not limited to Colorado and Virginia. The kinds of 

contractual provisions or arrangements alleged here also have been found to be illegal even in 

markets with more robust provider competition than exists here, because they inherently harm 

consumer welfare and competition. However, because Defendants have monopoly power in all the 

Relevant Markets, the impact on Plaintiff and the proposed Class is much more severe than in 

those other markets. 

1. HCA’s “All or Nothing” Requirements. 

122. HCA has used its monopoly power in the GAC Market in the Asheville Region, 

derived from its “must have” Mission Hospital-Asheville, to impose “all or nothing” contracts on 

health plans operating in all other Relevant Markets. Under these provisions, HCA coerces health 

plans to include all of HCA’s GAC and Outpatient Services in the Outlying Region in the plans, 

as well as HCA’s Outpatient Services in the Asheville Region. HCA significantly disadvantages 

health plans that do not commit to include in the health plan’s top tier and promote all of the GAC 

and Outpatient Services provided by HCA facilities in the Relevant Geographic Markets.  

123. These “all or nothing” contractual provisions constitute unlawful tying under the 

antitrust laws. Tying occurs when an entity that has market power in one market (the “tying 

market”) leverages that market power in order to gain, maintain, or enhance monopoly power in 

another market or markets (the “tied market(s)”). Under such tying arrangements, the defendant 

will sell one service or set of services (the “tying service(s)”) only under the condition that the 

purchaser buys a second service or set of services (the “tied service(s)”). Where the defendant has 

monopoly power in the tying market, and where the tie allows the defendant to gain, maintain, or 

enhance monopoly power in the tied market, such tying arrangements are considered 

anticompetitive and unlawful under the antitrust laws. 
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124. When a hospital system is the only entity in a given region to offer a product or 

service that health plans must include in their networks to be viable, that hospital system can refuse 

to sell services to health plans, or sell only with a significant price penalty, unless those health 

plans also agree to purchase other services from the hospital system, including services that the 

health plan would otherwise purchase from a different hospital system or set of providers for lower 

prices. Either orally during negotiations or in the contracts themselves, a hospital system can give 

the health plan what effectively is an “all-or-nothing” choice: Include everything the hospital 

system wants to sell at the price the hospital system dictates or pay much higher penalty prices or 

even get nothing at all. That is what HCA has done here. 

125. In this case, the “tying market” is the GAC Market in the Asheville Region, enabled 

by HCA’s (and prior to that, Mission’s) monopoly power through Mission-Asheville Hospital. The 

“tied markets” include the Outpatient Market in the Asheville Region and both the GAC Market 

and Outpatient Market in the Outlying Region, or in the alternative, in each of the five counties 

that comprise the Outlying Region. As a result of the Scheme, HCA has monopoly power in all 

these markets, measured either by its dominant market shares and/or by its supracompetitive 

prices, which are inflated by Defendants’ Scheme. 

126. Mission began forcing health insurance plans to accept “all or nothing” contractual 

provisions as early as 2017. For example, in 2017 during Mission’s negotiations with Blue Cross, 

Mission asked for exorbitant price increases for GAC and Outpatient Services, and further insisted 

on the inclusion of services from HCA covering both inpatient and outpatient care in all Relevant 

Geographic Markets in the Blue Cross contract. When Blue Cross did not agree to Mission’s “all 

or nothing” demand for all these services, Mission took itself out of the Blue Cross network for 

GAC and Outpatient Services in the Relevant Markets, including the “must have” Mission 
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Hospital-Asheville. Mission’s actions meant that the 260,000 people in Western North Carolina 

insured by Blue Cross could not seek care at Mission facilities unless they paid much higher “out 

of network” prices out of their own pockets.  

127. While hospital systems and insurers regularly negotiate over rates and terms, a 

hospital system taking an insurer out of network—especially where the hospital system has such 

monopoly power—is considered “go[ing] nuclear.” With respect to the 2017 negotiation between 

Mission and Blue Cross, Mission’s imposition of the “nuclear” option disrupted the administration 

of health care in the entire region, requiring tens of thousands of Blue Cross members to switch 

doctors, forgo medical care, or drive long distances to receive care at a non-Mission facility. 

Mission remained out of network for Blue Cross for two months, until Blue Cross capitulated, 

accepting both a rate increase and inclusion of the entirety of the Mission system in all Relevant 

Markets in network. Given that Blue Cross is likely the most significant health plan in North 

Carolina and in the Relevant Markets, HCA’s ability to bully Blue Cross into accepting its “all or 

nothing” (and other anticompetitive terms as part of the Scheme) leaves little room for doubt that 

HCA was also able to compel the other health plans comprising the Class to accept the same 

restrictive provisions.   

2. HCA’s Anti-Steering and Anti-Tiering Provisions. 

128. HCA has also abused its monopoly power in the GAC Market in the Asheville 

Region to impose so-called anti-steering provisions on health plans operating in all Relevant 

Geographic Markets. Anti-steering provisions prohibit health plans from encouraging their 

members (through financial incentives or otherwise) to use other, less expensive and/or higher 

quality providers of GAC or Outpatient Services that compete or could compete with HCA’s 

facilities. These contractual provisions discourage rivals from using price as a means of 
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competition (because rivals cannot effectively use price to attract customers), and thus they lead 

to less competition, and higher market-wide prices. These anti-steering provisions are 

anticompetitive and constitute unlawful exclusive dealing. 

129. To try to reduce costs and induce competition among health care providers, health 

plans can incentivize their plan subscribers to patronize lower-cost facilities by including language 

in insurance plan documents encouraging subscribers to choose one facility rather than another or 

by conditioning the selection of a higher-cost facility on a higher copay or deductible from the 

subscriber.  

130. Because the individual choosing the health care service provider is not paying the 

full cost, and the payer—here, the health plan—is not choosing services at or before the point of 

care, steering is a critical means of ensuring competition for health care services and, thus, reducing 

health care prices, particularly in consolidated markets. Where steering is not barred, health care 

providers are incentivized to use price or quality as a means of encouraging plans to steer business 

their way. As such, plans’ use of steering can foster healthy competition between providers and 

encourage the growth of new providers that have a means of breaking into a market and gaining 

sales if they can lower price and/or improve quality. 

131. Hospital systems’ attempts to impose anti-steering provisions, like those Mission 

and HCA have coerced health plans in Western North Carolina to accept as part of the Scheme, 

are anticompetitive because they block the ability of health plans to incentivize less expensive and 

higher quality options and thereby stymie competition and lead to higher prices and lower quality, 

especially as here, when employed in conjunction with other anticompetitive contractual 

provisions. In November 2018, the Assistant Attorney General in charge of the Antitrust Division 

of the DOJ chastised another North Carolina hospital system’s “use of anticompetitive steering 
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restrictions in its contracts with major health insurers,” restrictions  which  “prevented health 

insurers from promoting innovative health plans and more cost-effective health care providers. . . 

[and which] inhibited competition among health care providers to provide higher quality, lower-

cost services.”17 Likewise, Senator Chuck Grassley, then chairman of the Senate Judiciary 

Committee said the anti-steering practices of HCA and several other systems were, “restrictive 

contracts deliberately designed to prevent consumers’ access to quality, lower cost care.”18 

132. Tiering provisions allow health plans to sort providers into tiers based on their price 

and, often, quality relative to other similar providers who treat comparable patients. Health plans 

that have tiering provisions give preferred rankings to providers with higher quality and lower 

prices. Health plans use tiering to incentivize members to use providers in the higher tiers and are 

an important means by which the plans help reduce prices for their members.  

133. At all times relevant to this Complaint, Defendants have limited health plans’ 

ability to use steering or tiering language, as a condition of those plans’ obtaining access to 

Defendants’ “must have” Mission Hospital-Asheville. Such limitations include, at a minimum, 

limits on insurers’ ability even to provide information about less expensive providers that compete 

with HCA.  

134. Investigative reporting has shown that HCA has a history of using anti-steering, 

anti-tiering, or similarly restrictive contractual language in their contracts with health plans in other 

states and regions.  

 

17 https://www.justice.gov/opa/speech/assistant-attorney-general-makan-delrahim-remarks-

american-bar-association-antitrust.  

18 Cited in https://www.law360.com/articles/1091446/grassley-seeks-ftc-probe-of-hospital-

insurer-contracts.  
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3. HCA’s Gag Clauses and Lack of Transparency. 

135. Defendants abused their monopoly power in the Relevant Markets to obscure their 

price increases and anticompetitive contracts from regulators and the public through use of gag 

clauses that prevent insurers from revealing their agreements’ terms. Gag clause language is 

anticompetitive because it prevents competitors, insurers, and consumers from understanding in a 

transparent manner the pricing and other terms and arrangements being used by hospital systems, 

which in turn inhibits the ability of employers to control health care costs. 

136. Moreover, HCA has continued to refuse to release the prices it charges for its GAC 

and Outpatient Services in a fully transparent manner despite a recent change in federal law 

requiring it to do so. Effective January 1, 2021, a new federal regulation required the public 

disclosure of certain aspects of HCA’s negotiated price terms in agreements with private insurance 

companies. See 45 C.F.R. § 180.50. HCA has however failed to fully disclose this information in 

a timely, complete, and understandable manner, in violation of federal law.   

137. By violating this price disclosure regulation, and by including gag clauses in 

HCA/Mission’s provider agreements with insurers, Defendants have kept community members, 

regulators, and the general public from learning of the artificially inflated prices that are being 

charged. 

138. This rule was first created by the Trump Administration over the opposition of 

HCA’s lobbying and then proactively continued by the Biden Administration—signaling growing 

bipartisan consensus that the lack of price transparency with regard to hospital services leads to 

higher prices for consumers and employers.  
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B. Defendants’ Scheme Has Foreclosed Substantial Competition in Each of the 

Relevant Markets 

 

139. As a direct and proximate result of Defendants’ Scheme, Defendants have 

foreclosed a substantial share of competition in each of the Relevant Markets.  

140. By prohibiting health plans from “mixing and matching” different sets of providers, 

Defendants’ all-or-nothing tying requirement anticompetitively and artificially impairs the ability 

of actual or potential rival providers of the tied products and/or services to compete with HCA’s 

products and/or services. Likewise, Defendants’ tying impairs the ability of health plans to 

assemble networks of the highest quality, lowest cost providers to offer to employers.  

141. Moreover, Defendants’ anti-steering and anti-tiering provisions anticompetitively 

and artificially drive business away from less expensive and/or higher quality providers of GAC 

and Outpatient Services in all Relevant Geographic Markets, impairing the ability of actual or 

potential rival providers to compete or to use price or quality as a means of gaining patients and 

market share.  

142. Similarly, Defendants’ gag clauses that prevent the dissemination of price 

information—essential to any well-functioning competitive market—impair the ability of rival 

providers both to attract business and for health plans to assemble the highest quality, lowest cost 

menu of in-network providers.  

143. Defendants have used their dominance in inpatient GAC at Mission Hospital-

Asheville to gain, maintain, and enhance monopoly power through their Scheme in GAC and 

Outpatient Services in all Relevant Geographic Markets. For example, through the Scheme, 

Defendants have shielded their smaller, regional hospitals, including Angel Medical Center and 

Highlands-Cashiers Hospital (Macon County), Blue Ridge Regional Hospital (Mitchell County), 

and Transylvania Regional Hospital (Transylvania County) from competition. In short, through 
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their Scheme, Defendants have substantially foreclosed competition from rival hospitals in each 

of the Relevant Markets, keeping Defendants’ rivals’ market shares at levels that are too low to 

constrain Defendants’ ability to raise prices above competitive levels.  

144. For example, HCA has an 85.3% market share in zip code 28712 in Brevard, NC, 

the top inpatient zip code for HCA’s Transylvania Regional Hospital in Brevard, Transylvania 

County.19 In contrast, Pardee UNC Hospital only holds 10.4% market share, despite being about 

half the driving distance from Brevard and substantially lower cost than Mission Hospital-

Asheville. Due to its unlawful Scheme, HCA prevents health plans from steering patients to rival 

facilities and blocks the ability of rivals to gain share by cutting price and/or increasing quality. 

As a result, HCA’s hospital maintains a far greater market share in Transylvania County than the 

Pardee UNC Hospital.  

145. Similarly, HCA has a 92.4% market share in zip code 28741 in Highlands, NC, the 

top inpatient zip code for HCA’s Highlands-Cashiers Hospital in Highlands, NC, located in Macon 

County.20 Northeast Georgia Medical Center only holds 7.6% market share, despite being closer 

driving distance from Highlands and substantially lower cost than Mission Hospital-Asheville. 

HCA has used its Scheme to maintain and entrench its monopoly power in GAC Services in Macon 

County through its Scheme.  

146. Moreover, because of Defendants’ unlawful conduct, Outpatient Services facilities 

have closed or relocated to more competitive markets and would-be competitors for Outpatient 

 

19 This aggregate HCA market share comes from HCA’s Transylvania Regional Hospital’s 44.8% 

market share in the zip code and HCA’s Mission Hospital-Asheville’s 40.5% market share in the 

same zip code. 

20 This aggregate HCA market share comes from HCA’s Highland-Cashiers Hospital’s 43.8% 

market share in the zip code and HCA’s Mission Hospital-Asheville’s 48.7% market share in the 

same zip code. 
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Services have declined to operate in Buncombe and Madison Counties, which has decreased the 

quantity of Outpatient Services and increased prices paid by insurers for Outpatient Services.  

IX. THE ANTICOMETITVE EFFECT OF DEFENDANTS’ SCHEME: 

ARTIFICIALLY INFLATED PRICES, REDUCED OUTPUT, DECLINING 

QUALITY 

 

147. Defendants’ Scheme has caused supracompetitive prices, artificially reduced 

output, and reduced quality of health care by, among other things:  

• protecting Defendants’ monopoly power and enabling Defendants in each Relevant 

Market to raise prices, reduce output, and reduce quality of GAC Services and 

Outpatient Services substantially beyond what would be tolerated in a competitive 

market, to the detriment of consumer welfare;  

 

• restricting the ability of health plans to use reasonable cost control methods, or 

otherwise induce competition between providers, including through the 

introduction of innovative insurance products that are designed to achieve lower 

prices and improved quality for GAC Services and Outpatient Services; and 

 

• reducing the ability of health plans to incentivize consumers to use more cost-

effective and higher quality providers of GAC Services and Outpatient Services in 

the Relevant Markets. 

 

A. Defendants Have Used the Scheme to Inflate Prices Above Competitive Levels 

in Each of the Relevant Markets  

 

148. As alleged above, Defendants’ Scheme has allowed them to harm competition and, 

thus, to raise prices above the competitive level in each of the Relevant Markets, including in the 

GAC Market in the Asheville Region.  

149. One indication that Defendants’ Scheme has artificially and anticompetitively 

inflated prices is that HCA/Mission prices for routine “plausibly undifferentiated” or standardized 

GAC and Outpatient Services have increased at a faster rate than the prices for those services 

statewide over the past five years.  

150. A recent RAND analysis of nationwide hospital pricing data, which compared the 

prices negotiated between hospitals and health plans to the fee schedule set by Medicare, shows 
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how HCA has been able to raise prices continually well above the typical prices for routine services 

and procedures in the Relevant Markets. 

151. Medicare prices act as a relative baseline (given the federal government’s 

regulatory and buying power). RAND’s most recent analysis reports price data at the hospital 

systemwide level, averaged over the 2018-2020 period, without revealing the prices charged for 

specific procedures. According to RAND data, Mission Hospital-Asheville, where Defendants 

have monopoly power, charged commercial insurers 305% above the Medicare price, on average, 

for GAC Services, versus the North Carolina average of 211% above Medicare. For Outpatient 

Services, Mission Hospital-Asheville prices are 343% above Medicare prices, on average, versus 

331% for the North Carolina average. The substantially higher prices for GAC and Outpatient 

Services at Mission Hospital-Asheville compared to those charged by hospitals elsewhere in North 

Carolina are due in large part to the Scheme alleged herein.  

152. HCA itself stated in recent regulatory filings in Florida that, in a county with a 

hospital system with monopoly power, insurers have “limited ability” to “negotiate market-driven 

rates for hospital services” and that, “[a] large and growing body of literature suggests that health 

care providers with significant market power can (and do) negotiate higher-than-competitive 

payment rates.”21  

153. The pricing data for specific standardized medical procedures from a large private, 

commercial database of health price and claims information (the “Commercial Database”) are 

consistent with the systemwide RAND results, and further demonstrate that the alleged 

anticompetitive conduct has caused artificially inflated prices. The examples below are 

 

21 See HCA Certificate of Need Application. 
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representative of artificial price inflation on a broad array of medical procedures caused by 

Defendants’ Scheme. 

154. For example, based on a study involving the Commercial Database, 

Mission/HCA’s average price to health plans for C-sections without complications at the Mission 

Hospital-Asheville ($10,076 in 2020) was more than double the statewide average ($4,373 in 

2020). Further, prices for this procedure over the 2017-2020 period grew faster at Mission 

Hospital-Asheville than in the rest of the state (17.3 percent vs. 14.4 percent).  

155. Similar patterns exist for the prices of other procedures for which data are available. 

While the average price for cardiovascular stress tests declined statewide between 2017 and 2020 

by 10 percent, it increased by 29 percent at Mission Hospital-Asheville during this period. 

Moreover, the average allowed price for this procedure at HCA was roughly double that of the 

average allowed price in the rest of North Carolina in 2020.  

156. For a shoulder arthroscopy, the price increase at the Mission-Asheville Hospital 

over the 2017-2020 period was 75 versus 19 percent statewide. In 2020, the Mission-Asheville 

price for this procedure was $2,419—nearly three times the statewide average of $897.   

157. Even low-cost but high-volume procedures like a lipid panel have seen significant 

price increases since 2017. Mission’s average allowed amount for lipid panels increased by 

approximately 31 percent, while the average price in the rest of the state declined by 19 percent. 

B. HCA’s Scheme Has Led to Artificially Inflated Prices in the Outlying Region  

 

158. HCA’s Scheme has enabled it to inflate prices in the Outlying Region substantially 

above competitive levels—for example, prices at Mission Hospital-McDowell, located about 45 

minutes driving time to the east of Asheville, are substantially above competitive levels due to the 

Scheme. 
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159. A rival hospital, Carolinas HealthCare System Blue Ridge Morganton, is located 

fewer than 30 minutes away to the east of Mission Hospital-McDowell. Mission Hospital-

McDowell and Carolinas HealthCare System Blue Ridge Morganton are potential competitors.  

160. Price data available in the Commercial Database for Mission Hospital-McDowell 

reflect that for a variety of procedures where there is a significant volume of those procedures for 

each year, such as, e.g., CT scans, Mission Hospital-McDowell is not only consistently one of the 

most expensive in the State, but it charges more than three times the average cost for such routine 

procedures. Mission Hospital-McDowell could not maintain such price disparities unless it had 

monopoly power through the Scheme.  

161. For example, available price data reflect that the average allowed amount for a CT 

scan of the abdomen and pelvis is about $2,000 at Mission Hospital-McDowell, whereas the 

average in the State is just under $500. This divergence in price cannot be explained by a quality 

difference because CT scans are standard commodified procedures. Instead, the price differences 

are due to Defendants’ Scheme.  

162. When the COPA was in effect, Mission Hospital-McDowell pricing was well below 

the State average with respect to prices for Outpatient Services. Today, Mission Hospital-

McDowell charges approximately 50% above the State average for Outpatient Services—

corresponding with the period in which HCA/Mission were free to couple their anticompetitive 

contracting practices with unregulated price increases. Using an overall analysis of Outpatient 

Services pricing, from 2017 to 2020, Mission Hospital-McDowell's overall prices for Outpatient 

Services increased substantially relative to other providers in North Carolina and are now in the 

top 3% of prices of providers of Outpatient Services in North Carolina. 
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163. Mission Hospital-McDowell is not only significantly more expensive than the State 

average for Outpatient Services, it is also significantly more costly than its only potentially 

significant competitor, Carolinas HealthCare System Blue Ridge Morganton, which is less than a 

30-minute drive away. Health plans do not consider either hospital to be of significantly higher 

quality than the other, particularly for “plausibly undifferentiated procedures” such as a CT scan.  

C. Defendants’ Unlawful Scheme Has Reduced Output and Quality of Care 

164. In addition to using its unlawful conduct to increase prices above competitive 

levels, Defendants’ Scheme has reduced output and quality in each of the Relevant Markets. 

165. As a result of the Scheme, there are fewer doctors and less of the needed health care 

services than there would have been absent the Scheme. HCA’s bolstered monopoly power is 

reflected in, among other things, its failure to adhere to various quality commitments included in 

its APA with Mission.  

166. Under Section 7.13(j) of the APA, Defendants had asserted they had “no present 

intent to discontinue any of the community activities, programs or services provided” prior to the 

buyout. Less than a year later, in October 2019, however, HCA closed outpatient rehabilitation 

clinics in Candler and Asheville. In 2020, it closed primary care practices in Candler and Biltmore 

Park and ended chemotherapy services at Mission Medical Oncology locations in Brevard, 

Franklin, Marion, and Spruce Pine. 

167. Section 7.13(a) and Schedule 7.13of the Amended APA require HCA to provide 

until January 2029 numerous defined services at Mission Hospital-Asheville. However, contrary 

to its obligations under the APA, HCA has reduced budgets and staffing, making it more difficult 

for medical staff to provide the same quality of service as before.  
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168. Section 7.13(b) and Schedule 7.13(b) of the APA required HCA to provide until 

January 2029 numerous services at its five smaller regional hospitals. However, contrary to its 

obligations under the APA, HCA has cut budgets, staffing and quality there too.  

169. HCA’s reductions in services are the product of its deliberate effort to reduce or 

drive out medical personnel. As of March 2021, at least 79 doctors had left or planned to leave the 

system since HCA’s takeover. Other doctors describe new employment contracts with HCA in 

which the compensation equations remove quality of care metrics and focus almost entirely on the 

number of patients seen and amount billed. A significant number of patients have lost their 

preferred family doctors either due to doctors leaving the system or from HCA’s clinic 

restructurings and closures.  

170. Similarly, nurses working at HCA have described their units as “inhumanely 

understaffed,” with conditions so bad that even travel nurses hired to fill in gaps were leaving 

before their contracts expired. Patients and families describe situations where, for example, their 

nurse admitted that “she cries every single night because she knows she is not giving appropriate, 

competent patient care.” 

171. HCA’s cutbacks in service, driven by its exploitation of the additional monopoly 

power it has gained through the Scheme, have been criticized by regulators. Among other things, 

the North Carolina Attorney General stated in February 2020 that the Defendants’ “decision to 

focus on emergent care appears inconsistent with the Asset Purchase Agreement” and that the 

Defendants’ website incorrectly claimed its charity care policy covered “non-elective” services. 

The Attorney General’s office also said it had received a “surge” of complaints, including 

“harrowing” complaints about quality of care and staffing cuts.  
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172. If Defendants were operating in a competitive market for all of their services in the 

Relevant Markets, they would not have been able to take these anticompetitive actions. However, 

due to the Scheme alleged herein, health plans and patients have no choice but to endure the rising 

prices and worsening quality of service. 

173. In a March 16, 2022 letter from North Carolina’s Assistant Attorney General 

Llogan Walters to Greg Lowe, president of HCA Healthcare’s North Carolina division, the North 

Carolina Department of Justice highlighted earlier complaints about primary care and OB/GYN 

physicians leaving Mission facilities, reduced nursing and administrative staff in emergency 

departments, a reduction in core services, and higher prices.22 

174. Since then, the North Carolina Department of Justice has received additional 

complaints that Mission’s Transylvania County Regional Hospital (which HCA acquired as part 

of the 2019 Mission transaction) had no mammogram technician and was offering no mammogram 

services at all; that Mission hospital mental health facilities are inadequately staffed; that ENT 

cancer treatment practices have left Mission Health; and that because of understaffing, HCA’s 

health facilities were unclean and that patients are experiencing long wait times. The letter noted 

that while HCA justified these outcomes because of pandemic-related labor shortages, other 

medical establishments elsewhere in the State facing the same labor market conditions, did not 

have the same high numbers of complaints.  

175. Other officials, such as the Mayor of Asheville and Buncombe County officials, 

have also publicly expressed “deep concerns” about HCA’s dramatic cuts and the pressure put on 

doctors and nurses. Doctors, nurses, and patients have also called the situation created by HCA’s 

 

22 https://www.scribd.com/document/567469487/NC-DOJ-Letter-to-HCA-16-March-2022. 
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cost cutting “dangerous,” and have noted that HCA’s policies force doctors and nurses to see more 

patients to maximize profit at the expense of patient care.  

176. On February 10, 2020, the Chairman of the Buncombe County Commissioners 

Brownie Newman, Asheville Mayor Esther Manheimer, and most of the delegation of Buncombe 

County’s elected officials in the North Carolina statehouse lambasted these conditions, finding 

that “numerous, aggressive staff cuts over the past year, put[] patient safety at risk” and that “HCA 

has aggressively pursued contract renegotiations with multiple physician practices, resulting in 

unfortunate outcomes.”  

177. Due to the Scheme, leading national agencies that assess quality of care factors such 

as safety, accidents, injuries, infections, and readmissions lowered their ratings for the Defendants’ 

hospital system. The Leapfrog Group, an independent agency, downgraded Mission Hospital-

Asheville to a “B” from an “A.” According to Leapfrog, the hospital fell short in various measures, 

including infections, high-risk baby deliveries, some cancer treatment procedures, and the patient 

experience regarding elective surgeries.  

178. The Mission Hospital-Asheville hospital now ranks 88 out of 89 hospitals in North 

Carolina for unnecessary procedures and is in the highest 2% of all hospitals nationwide for billing 

for unnecessary procedures.23 It has a “Value of Care” rating of “D-minus.” 

179. The Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (“CMS”) also downgraded 

Mission. CMS uses surveys of patients’ experiences, including how responsive hospital staff were 

to their needs and the cleanliness of the hospital environment. In 2020, CMS even threatened to 

 

23 https://lownhospitalsindex.org/hospital/memorial-mission-hospital-and-asheville-surgery-

center/. 
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terminate its contract with HCA/Mission over patient safety concerns, a rare and particularly 

serious step.   

180. CMS’s most recent ratings graded the Mission-Asheville hospital two out of a 

possible five stars, compared to four stars at both AdventHealth Hendersonville (formerly Park 

Ridge Health) and Pardee UNC Health Care in Hendersonville 

181. Between August 2018 and January 2019, the Attorney General of North Carolina 

required Mission and HCA to include certain provisions in the APA to secure his approval. Under 

these provisions, Defendants promised to uphold certain commitments set forth in the Amended 

APA.  

182. Certain of these commitments have been the subject of multiple public complaints, 

providing additional evidence of the dramatic reduction in necessary medical care provided by 

HCA in the Relevant Markets.  

183. HCA promised that until January 2029 it would maintain the same level of charity 

care coverage for poor patients as it had previously. However, contrary to its promises, HCA has 

(a) reduced coverage for non-emergency services, (b) implemented a threshold such that out-of-

pocket expenses must exceed $1,500 to qualify for charity care coverage, and (c) ended pre-

approval for charity care coverage such that patients are forced to risk taking on substantial debt 

or forgo needed care. 

184. Due to the Scheme, the Mission Health System now controlled by HCA has rapidly 

declined, going from one of the most respected hospitals in the nation and a “crown jewel” of 

North Carolina’s health care system to facilities with deteriorating, even dangerous conditions. At 

the same time, HCA’s profits are at an all-time high, driven by the new addition of Mission 

Hospital-Asheville as the HCA chain’s second highest revenue generating hospital out of all 100-
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plus in the chain.24 HCA’s revenues from Mission Hospital-Asheville were recently reported to be 

over $1.2 billion, ahead of all but one of the other 100-plus hospitals in the HCA chain and second 

only to HCA’s Methodist Hospital (Texas) which has over twice as many beds.  

185. In a competitive market, insurers contracting with a hospital can discipline such 

pricing behavior by threatening in their negotiations, inter alia, to take the hospital out of network 

and to purchase services from a competitor and/or to steer patients to less expensive or higher 

quality alternatives. But because of Defendants’ monopoly power and Scheme to maintain and 

enhance it, insurance plans are forced to pay artificially inflated prices and endure substandard 

care. 

186. Defendants’ Scheme has no procompetitive benefits at all, let alone benefits that 

could outweigh the foregoing substantial anticompetitive effects. 

X. DEFENDANTS’ SCHEME HAS CAUSED ANTITRUST INJURY AND DAMAGES 

TO PLAINTIFF AND THE CLASS 

 

187. Defendants’ Scheme has caused antitrust injury to Plaintiff and the proposed Class 

by artificially inflating prices they have paid for GAC and Outpatient Services directly to 

Defendants in the Relevant Geographic Markets. The alleged unlawful conduct, and Plaintiff’s 

injuries, are continuing through the present.  

188. Plaintiff’s injuries are of the type that the antitrust laws were intended to prevent 

and flow from that which makes Defendants’ acts unlawful under the antitrust laws.  

189. More specifically, Plaintiff’s injuries flow from the Scheme, which violates 

Sections 1 and 2 of the Sherman Act.  

 

24 Top 50 HCA Hospitals by Net Patient Revenue, https://www.definitivehc.com/blog/top-hca-

hospitals-nationwide (reflecting that Mission Hospital-Asheville has the second-highest revenues 

of all of the HCA hospitals, at $1,209,452,518). 
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XI. CLASS ALLEGATIONS 

190. Plaintiff brings this action on behalf of itself and as a representative of a Class of 

similarly situated entities defined as follows: 

All insurers and health plans that paid for GAC Services and/or Outpatient Services 

in the Asheville Region and/or the Outlying Region directly from one or more 

Defendants at any time during the period from June 3, 2018 up to the time the 

alleged ongoing anticompetitive conduct has ceased (the “Class Period”). The Class 

excludes all federal governmental entities. 

 

191. This class definition is subject to revision or amendment as the matter proceeds. 

192. This action is suitable for resolution on a class-wide basis under the requirements 

of Fed. R. Civ. P. 23. 

193. The Class is composed of at least hundreds of members, the joinder of whom in 

one action is impractical. The Class is ascertainable and identifiable from, inter alia, Defendants’ 

records and documents. 

194. Questions of law and fact common to the Class exist as to all members of the Class 

and predominate over any questions affecting only individual members of the Class. These 

common issues include, but are not limited to: 

a. Whether Defendants have monopoly power demonstrated either through 

direct or indirect evidence; 

 

b. The definition of the relevant services and geographic markets; 

 

c. Whether Defendants engaged in anticompetitive conduct by willfully or 

otherwise unlawfully maintaining or enhancing their monopoly power or 

attempting to do so through the Scheme alleged herein; 

 

d. Whether Defendants’ abuse of their monopoly power has substantially 

foreclosed competition in the Relevant Markets; 

 

e. Whether Defendants’ Scheme, or any part thereof, is an unlawful restraint 

of trade; 
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f. Whether the Scheme has artificially inflated prices, reduced output, and/or 

reduced quality in any or all of the Relevant Markets;  

 

g. Whether Plaintiff and the proposed Class have suffered injury caused by the 

alleged anticompetitive conduct; and 

 

h. Whether and to what extent Plaintiff and the proposed Class members are 

entitled to an award of compensatory damages and/or injunctive, 

declaratory, or equitable relief. 

 

195. Plaintiff’s claims are typical of the claims of the other Class members. Plaintiff and 

the other Class members have been injured by the same wrongful practices. Plaintiff’s claims arise 

from the same practices and course of conduct that give rise to the other Class members’ claims 

and are based on the same legal theories. 

196. Plaintiff will fully and adequately assert and protect the interests of the other Class 

members. Plaintiff has retained class counsel who are experienced and qualified in prosecuting 

class action cases. Neither Plaintiff nor its attorneys have any interests conflicting with Class 

members’ interests. 

197. This class action is appropriate for certification because questions of law and/or 

fact common to the members of the Class predominate over questions affecting only individual 

members, and a class action is superior to other available methods for the fair and efficient 

adjudication of this controversy, since individual joinder of all members of the Class is 

impracticable. Should individuals be required to bring separate actions, courts would be confronted 

with a multiplicity of lawsuits burdening the court system while also creating the risk of 

inconsistent rulings and contradictory judgments. This class action presents fewer management 

difficulties while providing unitary adjudication, economies of scale and comprehensive 

supervision by a single court. 
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198. The prosecution of the claims of the Class in part for injunctive relief, declaratory, 

or equitable relief, is appropriate because Defendants have acted, or refused to act, on grounds 

generally applicable to the Class, thereby making appropriate final injunctive relief, or 

corresponding declaratory relief, for the Class as a whole. 

XII. CLAIMS FOR RELIEF 

COUNT ONE 

 

UNLAWFUL MONOPOLIZATION IN VIOLATION OF  

SECTION 2 OF THE SHERMAN ANTITRUST ACT 

 

199. The above-alleged paragraphs 1 through 198 are incorporated by reference. 

200. Defendants have monopolized, and continue to monopolize, the Relevant Services 

and Geographic Markets alleged herein in violation of Section 2 of the Sherman Act.  

201. At all relevant times, including the last four years, Defendants possessed monopoly 

power in each of the Relevant Markets. Defendants’ monopoly power was durable rather than 

fleeting and included the ability to raise prices profitability above those that would be charged in 

a competitive market.  

202. Defendants unlawfully maintained and/or enhanced the monopoly power through 

the Scheme alleged herein. 

203. Through the Scheme, Defendants were able to charge supracompetitive prices and 

reduce output in the Relevant Markets. 

204. The Scheme caused injury to Plaintiff and the proposed Class by causing them to 

pay supracompetitive prices. Plaintiff and the proposed Class seek to recover for these injuries. 
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COUNT TWO 

 

RESTRAINT OF TRADE IN VIOLATION OF  

SECTION 1 OF THE SHERMAN ANTITRUST ACT 

 

205. The above-alleged paragraphs 1 through 204 are incorporated by reference. 

206. Through the Scheme alleged herein, Defendants have entered into agreements that 

unlawfully restrained trade in each of the Relevant Markets, in violation of Section 1 of the 

Sherman Act.  

207. Through the Scheme, Defendants were able to charge supracompetitive prices and 

reduce output in the Relevant Markets. 

208. The Scheme caused injury to Plaintiff and the proposed Class by causing them to 

pay supracompetitive prices. Plaintiff and the proposed Class seek to recover for these injuries. 

JURY DEMAND 

 

Plaintiff demands a trial by jury for all claims so justiciable. 

 

PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays that this Court enter judgment on its behalf and that of the 

proposed Class and adjudge and decree as follows: 

A. certifying the proposed Class, designating the named Plaintiff as class 

representative and the undersigned counsel as class counsel, and allowing the 

Plaintiff and the Class to have trial by jury; 

 

B. finding that Defendants have monopolized, and continue to monopolize, the 

Relevant Markets alleged herein in violation of Section 2 of the Sherman Act, and 

that Plaintiff and the members of the Class have been damaged and injured in their 

business and property as a result of this violation; 

 

C. finding that Defendants have unlawfully restrained trade in the Relevant Markets 

alleged herein in violation of Section 1 of the Sherman Act and that Plaintiff and 

the members of the Class have been damaged and injured in their business and 

property as a result of this violation; 
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D. ordering that Plaintiff and members of the proposed Class recover threefold the 

damages determined to have been sustained by them as a result of Defendants’ 

misconduct complained of herein, and that judgment be entered against Defendants 

for the amount so determined; 

 

E. awarding reasonable attorneys’ fees, costs, expenses, prejudgment and post-

judgment interest, to the extent allowable by law; 

 

F. awarding equitable, injunctive, and declaratory relief, including but not limited to 

declaring Defendants’ misconduct unlawful and enjoining Defendants, their 

officers, directors, agents, employees, and successors, and all other persons acting 

or claiming to act on their behalf, directly or indirectly, from seeking, agreeing to, 

or enforcing any provision in any agreement that prohibits or restricts competition 

in the manner as alleged hereinabove; and 

 

G. awarding such other and further relief as the Court may deem just and proper. 

 

Dated: June 3, 2022. 

 

/s/ Robert N. Hunter, Jr. 

Robert N. Hunter, Jr. 

Fred Berry        

John F. Bloss        

HIGGINS BENJAMIN, PLLC     

301 North Elm Street, Suite 800      

Greensboro, NC 27401 

Phone: (336) 273-1600        

Facsimile: (336) 274-4650      

rnhunter@greensborolaw.com     

fberry@greesnborolaw.com 

jbloss@greensborolaw.com  

 

Eric L. Cramer*  

Jacob M. Polakoff* 

BERGER MONTAGUE PC  

1818 Market Street, Suite 3600  

Philadelphia, PA 19103  

Phone: (215) 875-3000  

ecramer@bm.net 

jpolakoff@bm.net  

 

Robert E. Litan*  

Daniel J. Walker* 

BERGER MONTAGUE PC  

2001 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, Suite 300  

Washington, DC 20006  
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Phone: (202) 559-9745 

rlitan@bm.net  

dwalker@bm.net 

 

Counsel for Plaintiff and the Proposed Class 

 

*Applications for admission pro hac vice forthcoming 
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